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ABSTRACT 
Based on a two-phase boundary layer approach, a computational 
model is proposed to estimate the thickness of the waterfilm due to rain 
on the upper surface of an airfoil. The coupling between the air boun-
dary layer and the water film is established by the conservation of mass 
and momentum at the interface. By a simple coordinate transformation, 
the interface is conformed to the finite difference grid system. Tra-
jectory analysis of a raindrop of 1 mm diameter shows that the impinge-
ment of drops is high near the leading edge of the airfoil and decreases 
downstream. The finite difference equations of air/waterfilm are based 
on a Crank Nicholson scheme. The solution of finite difference equa-
tions at the initial station indicates a film thickness of 0.01 mm. 
Marching downstream along the surface of the airfoil gives raise to 
stability problems in the finite difference equations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Weather has always been a major factor in aviation safety. 
Weather-related airplane accidents have been mostly attributed to 
wind shear and the possibility of rain as a causative factor has been 
overlooked (1). As a consequence, the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration has initiated a research program to assess the effect 
of rain on airplane performance. 
Rain falling on an aircraft will form a thin water film partly 
due to the shearing action of the airflow. Subsequent impacts of the 
drops on the waterfilm and the wavy nature of the film will create a 
rough surface. 
drag penalties. 
Air flowing over the waterfilm will induce lift and 
Based on this hypothesis, Haines and Luers (2) 
analyzed the effect of heavy rain on the aircraft performance. They 
equated the film roughness to equivalent sandgrain roughness and 
predicted drag and lift penalties up to 30%. Their analysis includes 
treating the airfoil as a flat plate. 
Calarese and Hankey (3) have analyzed the effect of rain on 
airfoils by considering the Navier Stokes equation for air and addtng 
an additional force term to the equations, as a contribution due to 
the presence of raindrops in the airflow. They have identified 
scaling parameters such as: the air Reynold's number, the drop 
Reynold's number and the density ratio of water content of rain to 
air. The effect of roughness due to the waterfilm on the surface of 
the airfoil was not addressed. 
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As the drop strikes the water layer, the water layer is indented 
and some of the water in the water layer rebounds in the form of a 
crown. Macklin and Metaxas (4) have studied this problem. They 
proposed a simple correlation relating the height of the crown formed 
due to the impact of the drop on a liquid layer to the Weber number 
of the drop, Froude number of the drop, depth of the liquid film and 
the crown radius. Hence, the thickness of the waterfilm is an 
important consideration in estimating the cratering effect of the 
raindrops. 
There have also been some experimental attempts to assess the 
aerodynamic penalties caused by rain. Hansman and Barsotti (5) have 
performed water spraying tests on the airfoils coated with gel and 
wax, respectively. They observed a 75% reduction in maximum L/D 
ratio for a waxed surface and a 45% reduction in the case of a gel-
coated surface. They considered the wettability of the surface to be 
an important criterion in the study of roughness due to the waterfilm 
on the surface of the airfoils. Dunham et al. '(6) have conducted 
water spray tests on a NACA 64-210 model airfoil. They, too, 
observed a reduction in the maximum lift capability of the airfoil 
and an increase in the drag. They identified the dependency of their 
results on the velocity of airflow and the liquid water content of 
the spray. Hastings and Manuel (7) studied the characteristics of 
the waterfilm on the surface of airfoils with a simulated heavy rain 
in a wind tunnel. They report a continuous sheet of water on the 
forward portion of the airfoil and a rivulet formation towards the 
end. They suggest film roughness as an important criterion in 
addressing the aerodynamic penalties. 
The present study proposes a theoretical model to estimate the 
thickness of the waterfilm on the upper surface of the airfoil. 
Haines and Luers (2) have used a boundary layer type of equation to 
describe the flow of the waterfilm. By performing mass balance on 
the waterfilm, they estimated the thickness of the waterfilm. They 
assumed that air exerts a constant shear on the waterfilm and used 
this as a boundary condition to solve the equations describing the 
motion of the waterfilm. Bilinin 1 s approach {8) is also based on 
single phase flow, i.e., water film flow, alone. These studies do 
not account for the pressure gradient caused by the curvature of the 
airfoil. 
The air boundary layer can affect the waterfilm and vice versa. 
Both phases, air and waterfilm, have to be studied simultaneously to 
gain a clear physical insight of the problem. In addition, a better 
estimate of the thickness of the waterfilm is possible. The computa-
tional model proposed in the present · study considers the two-phase 
nature of the problem. Appropriate equations are derived at the 
interface to couple the two phases. The effect of pressure gradient 
3 
due to the curvature of the airfoil is also included. Further, the 
momentum exerted by drops on the waterfilm is considered. Later 
sections in this study deal with the details of the computational 
model. 
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The physical problem to be studied is an airflow consisting of 
raindrops streaming towards airfoil (Fig. 1). Due to the presence of 
the airfoil, the flow is accelerated. Raindrops are dragged along by 
the air t owards the airfoil. Air, be ing the lighter of the two, will 
curve around the airfoil and will form a streamlined pattern. On the 
other hand, raindrops , being heavier, tend to follow a straight line 
path and impinge on the surface of the airfoil (Fig. 2). 
As the raindrops strike the airfoil, they impart momentum to the 
airfoil. This effect was considered by Haines and Luers (2). After 
impingement, the raindrops can break up and bounce back into the main 
stream in the form of small droplets. Droplets on the surface of the 
airfoil are flattened by the shearing action of the air. As a result, 
a thin layer of water is formed on the surface (Fi g. 3). A continuous 
waterf ilm formation is possible under conditions , discussed below. 
The airflow is accelerated by the favorable pressure gradient, 
caused by the forward port ion of the airfoil. This pressure gradient 
is also transmitted to the waterfilm. Air exerts certain shear on the 
waterfilm cau si ng it to move. Under the action of external shear, the 
waterfilm proceeds further downstream (Fig. 3). As the flow enters the 
adverse pressure gradient region, i.e., the rearward portion of the 
airfoil, the velocity of the air is reduced. In turn, the shearing 
action of the airflow is reduced. The waterfilm tends to stagnate, and 
due to the effect of surface tension, rivulets are formed (Fig. 4). 
5 
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Fig. 1. Raindrops+ Airflow aro~nd an Airfoil 
7 
Fig. 2. Path of a .Raindrop 
8 
Shear ~Waterfilm 
Fig. 3. Formation of Waterfilm on the Surface of the Airfoil 
Fig. 4. Continuous Waterfilm and Rivulet Formation on the 
Surface of a Wing/Airftiil 
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Hastings and Manuel (7) have observed a similar pattern in their 
experimental studies. The rivulet formation is also a function of 
angle of attack. As the angle of attack increases, the rivulet 
formation starts earlier and closer to the leading edge. Hansman and 
Barsotti (5) have reported such behavior in their waterfilm studies. 
The present theoretical model is applicable to the region where a 
continuous film is formed. 
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Goldstein (9) has considered a water spray flow over a circular 
cylinder and analyzed the problem using a perturbation technique. Air-
flow was considered to be inviscid. Water drops were assumed to be 
uniformly distributed in the free stream, possessing the free stream 
velocity of the air. He neglected the effects of surface tension, wave 
formation and cratering in his theoretical analysis. This study dealt 
with the effect of drop impingement on the heat transfer coefficient. 
The theoretical results obtained by Goldstein are satisfactory compared 
to the experimental results. 
Lu (10) has also analyzed the water spray flow over a circular 
cylinder, considering the viscous effects of air. He, too, assumed 
that drops are uniform in size and distribution in the free stream. 
The · effects of surface tension, wave ·formation and splashing of drops 
were neglected in his theoretical model. In both cases (9,10) gravity 
effects were neglected. 
Due to the highly complex nature of the present problem, 
assumptions such as those made by Goldstein and Lu are needed for 
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theoretical modelling. Hence, the following constraints are imposed on 
the model: 
1. Drops are uniformly distributed in the free stream and have 
a velocity U~, the free stream velocity of air and a 
velocity Vr in the negative y-direction. 
2. Flow is steady and two-dimensional. 
3. The transport properties of air and raindrop mixture are 
that of air alone. 
4. Both phases, air and water, are incompressible. 
5. Effects of surface tension, wave formation and cratering are 
not considered in the film thickness model. 
6. Gravity effects are considered only in the drop trajectory 
model. 
7. Air flow is unaffected by the presence of raindrops. 
8. Boundary layer approximations apply to the wate~film. 
9. Raindrops are spherical and achieve terminal velocity. 
10. Entrainment effects are neglected. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
A mathematical model is developed in the present section to 
estimate the thickness of the waterfilm on the upper surface of the 
airfoil. 
Consider a two-dimensional airflow consisting of raindrops 
flowing over the surface of the airfoil. The raindrops impinge on the 
surface of the airfoil. They are flattened by the shearing action of 
the airflow and, as a result, a thin waterfilm is formed on the surface 
of the airfoil. Due to the mass transferred by the drops, the thick-
ness of the waterfilm is increased. Finally, the waterfilm achieves 
steady state. The steady state flow around the airfoil is considered 
in the present model (Fig. 5). The purpose of the present section is 
to develop a mathematical model to calculate the steady state waterfilm 
thickness on the upper surface of the airfoi ·l. A typical control 
volume consists of raindrops, airflow and the waterfilm (Fig. 6). 
The motion of the raindrops, air and the waterfilm is consider-
ed separately and modeled. The interfacial conditions at the air/ 
waterfilm interface are established by the conservation of mass and 
momentum. The step-by-step formulation is as follows: 
1. Equations of motion of the raindrop. 
2. Equations describing the changes in the airflow. 
3. Equations describing the changes in the motion 
of the waterfilm. 
12 
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0 
0 
--..... Ra i ndrops+A i r Boundaryl ayer 
0 ~!aterfi1m 
Fig. 5~ Physical Model 
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0 
Control Volume 
r19. 6. Control Volume at Air/Waterfilm Interface 
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4. Equations describing the changes at the air/waterfilm 
interface. 
Since the raindrops are discrete particles, the motion of the 
raindrops is described in a Lagrangian reference frame. The rest are 
expressed in an Eulerean reference frame. The mass and momentum trans-
fer due to raindrops at the interface in the Eulerean frame ·is related 
to the free stream liquid volume fraction and the rate of impingement 
at the interface. This will become evident in later sections. 
Equation of Motion of a Raindrop 
Consider a raindrop far upstream of the airfoil. It is assumed 
that the raindrop has achieved terminal velocity. Therefore the 
raindrop has a velocity Ua: in the X-direction and Vr in the 
Y-direction (Fig. 7). 
The motion of the raindrop can be described by Newton's second 
law of motion as follows: 
-+ 
-+ -+ dvd 
F = mda = md ~ [1 J 
The left-hand side of Eq. [1] .contains the forces acting on the 
raindrops. The right side represents the product of the mass of the 
raindrop and the acceleration of the raindrop. The forces acting on 
the raindrop are the drag forces, lift forces and the force due to 
16 
Fig. 7. Velocity Components of a Raindrop in the Free Stream 
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gravity. As a first order analysis, the lift forces on the raindrop 
are neglected. Eq. [l] is written as 
-+-
. d v d -+- -+-
md ~ = Fdrag + Fgravity [2] 
The drag force on the raindrops is dependent on the magnitude 
and direction of the relative velocity of air with respect to the drop. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 8. The magnitude of the drag force on the 
drop is written as 
[3] 
Eq. [2] is resolved in Xand Ydirections as 
dUd 
FXdrag 
[4] 
md ~-
md 
dVd _ 
FYdrag - Fgravity [5] ~-
The drag force on the rain drop in the X-direction is written as (see 
Fig. 8) 
-+-
F Xd rag= IF drag I Cos 6 
-+- : d2 -+-
= Cd ( IWRI} rr8 Pa· I WR I (Ua-Ud) [6] 
18 
y 
x 
Fiq. 8. Resolution of Drag Components 
The drag force on the raindrop in Y-direction from Fig. 8 is given by 
-7-
FY drag = IFdraglSi:ne 
-7- nd 2 -7-
= Cd(IWRl)3 Pa I WRI (Va - Vd) [7 J 
The force on the raindrop due to gravity is given by 
[8] 
Therefore the final equations describing the motion of the rain-
drop are as follows: 
dUd 3pa -7- -7-Cd ( IWRI) IWRI (Ua - Ud) [9] 
cit - 4pwd 
dV 
- 3pa -7- -7-d Cd (jWRI) IWRI (Va - Vd) - g [10] dt - 4pwd 
The initial condition i s a s f o 11 ow s : 
The terminal velocity of VT of the raindrop is estimated by the 
following formula (11): 
. . -d 1.147 
vT(d) = o.58 [1 - eCCo.885JJ J 
19 
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Equations of the Airflow 
The Navier Stokes equations govern the motion of air around the 
airfoil. The equations for a steady and incompressible flow, in terms 
of the surface coordinates of the airfoil (12) are as follows (Fig. 9): 
The conservation of mass is given by: 
= 0 [11] 
The conservation of momentum is given by: 
aua aua -ap a2 a2ua a ua ) Pa (ua ax + v (J y ) = + µ ( 2 + a ax a ay2 [12] ax 
ava ava -ap a2v a2v [13] a a a ) Pa {ua ~ + Va ay-) =--+ µa ( d 2 + ay2-ay 
x 
Using boundary layer approximations ( 12)' Eqs. [11 J' [12] and 
[13] are written as follows: 
[14] 
2 
-dp a ua 
= __ a+ dx µa T2" y 
[15] 
21 
Fig. 9. Surface Coordinates of the Airfoil 
Equation of Motion of the Waterfilm 
The motion of the waterfilm is also governed by the Navier 
Stokes equations. Since it is assumed that the flow in the waterfilm 
is of boundary layer type, the equations are as follows: 
The conservation of mass is given by: 
22 
[16] 
The equation of motion is given by: 
au 3u 
PW (u ____!!_ + v w) W 3X W 8Y + µ w 
[17] 
The pressure difference across the air/waterfilm interface is 
governed by the effect of surface tension (13). Since it is assumed 
that the effects of surface tension are negligible, the pressure 
gradient in the waterfilm flow is the same as that in the air flow. 
dp dp a _ w 
-ax--ax 
The pressure gradient in the air boundary layer is linked to the 
potential flow distribution of air around the surface of the airfoil 
by: 
23 
The same pressure gradient as given by the above equation is 
also transmitted to the waterfilm. Therefore: 
-dp dU w e 
dx = Pa Ue -cfX 
Interface Conditions 
The previous sections have considered the raindrops, air and 
waterfilm separately. A common link has to be established between 
these equations. The conservation of mass and momentum at the air/ 
waterfilm interface connects the boundary layer equations of air/water-
film and the impingement of the drops at the interface. 
Consider a control volume bound by Al, A2, A3 and A4 (Fig. 10). 
The control volume shown in Fig. 10 is a magnified version of Fig. 6. 
Raindrops and air enter the control volume through Al and A2. Water 
·flows through A3 and A4. The approach followed in this section is 
similar to that used by Lu (10) in his model. 
Let 
-+ -+ -+ 
vd = udi + vdj 
-+ -+ -+ 
Va = u a i + vaj 
-+ -+ -+ 
v = uw i + v~ w 
Assuming unit depth perpendicular to the plane of the paper, the 
surface area of the faces Al, A2, A3 and A4 are as follows: 
~6 
Al 
A2 6x 
~6 
A3 
Fig. 10. Magnified Control Volume at Air/Waterfilm Interface 
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Surface area of face Al = 66 
Surf ace area of face A2 = 6X 
Surface area of face A3 = 60 
Surface area of face A4 = 6X 
Conservation of Mass 
For a steady flow through a fixed and nondeformable control 
volume, the conservation of mass is given by (14), 
P+ + v n ds = 0 
Mass flow through Al = !(pd vd +Pa Va) 
Al 
+ (-i)dS 
Mass flow through A2 = J (pdVd + PaVal · (}) dS 
A2 
25 
[18] 
26 
-+ 
Mass Flow through A3 = ( i) dS 
A3 
-+ 
Mass Flow through A4 . ( -j) dS 
= -p V 6X w w 
Substituting the above expressions in Eq. [18], it is written 
as: 
6X + p u 60 -p V 6x=O [ 19] w w w w 
Dividing Eq. [19] by 6X and approximating~~~~~. the conserva-
tion of mass at the interface is given by: 
Conservation of Momentum 
The conservation of momentum in the x-direction is needed to 
link the boundary layer equation of air with the waterfilm. The 
conservation of momentum for a steady flow through a fixed and non-
deformable control volume is given by (14), 
f ++ -+ -+ pVV · n dS = F [21] 
s 
The forces acting on the control volume are the surface forces 
and gravity. Since the gravity effect is neglected, the right hand 
side of Eq. [21] contains only the surface forces. 
Eq. [21] is rewritten as follows: 
f(piid · (-i) + PaV/ia · (-ill dS 
A4 · 
+ f (Pi id j + Pa Va Va j) dS = 
A2 
-+ 
f ~ .a a dS 
Al 
+ fi · Ga dS 
A2 
[22] 
+ f (pwVwVw Ti <ls + · (-j) dS + · a dS w 
A3 
· a dS w 
27 
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The conservation of momentum at the interface in the x-direction 
is the x component of the Eq. [22]' which is as follows: 
2 Paua 2) M 
-(pdUd + - a 60 xxa 
+(pdudvd + Pauava) 6X + 0 yxa 6X [23] 
= 
+(pwu/l 60 + 0 xxw 60 
-(pwuwvw)6x - a 6X yxw 
The component of the stress tensor, under boundary layer 
approximations, reduce to: 
0 xxa 
= 
- Pa 
8Ua 
0 yxa = µa Ty 
a 
xxw 
= - PW 
auw 
0 yxw = ~w Ty 
Dividing Eq. [23] by 6x , substituting for the components of 
stress tensor and rearranging g ive.s ,. 
(vd 60 aua pdud - u -) ~a Ty d 6X 
+paua (va - u M) auw [24] = -µw Ty a 6X 
(v - ' 60 60 
-pWUW UW 6X) + (pa - P w) 6x w 
Since the effect of surface tension is neglected, there is no 
pressure differential across the interface. Therefore Pa= Pw. The 
final form of the conservation of momentum at the interface in the 
x-direction is given by: 
= [25] 
The quantities r d (vd - ud ~~ ) in Eq. [20] and 
pdud (vd - ud ~~) in Eq. [25] are linked to the trajectories of the 
raindrops as follows: 
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Consider a control volume as shown in Fig. 11. Ydmin refers to 
the point in the free stream from where the drop hits the stagnation 
point of the airfoil. Raindrops beyond yd cannot strike the control 
rrax 
volume. Therefore, the surfaces 52 and 55 of the control volume 
conform to the limiting trajectories of the raindrop. Mass flows 
through Sl, 53 and 54 only. 53 and S~ in Fig. 11 refer to Al and A2 in 
Figure 10, respectively. 
Mass flow through Sl = 
1 
4 3 
= -p - rrrd N U ~Yd w 3 0 a: 
y dmax 52 
Sl 
ydmin 
----------------------------------~c?l------------------------------------~ J -----------------------------------~-----------------------------------~--
55 
Fig. 11. Control Volume to Link the Mass Transfer at the 
Interface to the Free Stream Liquid Water Content 
w 
0 
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w he re ' 6 yd = yd max - yd mi n 
Let 
Mass flow through Sl =-p x U 6Yd w e a: [26] 
f Pwxe~d -7 Mass flow through 54 = i d5 = pwxeud 60 [27] 
54 
f pwxe~d -7 Mass flow through S3 = (-j) d5 = - PwXeVd 6X [28] 
53 
For the control volume shown in Fig. 11, the mass balance 
reduces to, 
Mass flow through 54 
+ Mass flow through 51 = 0 
+ Mass flow through S3 
Substituting Eqs. [26], [27] and [28] in the above expression, 
dividing by 11 6x 11 and rearranging gives, 
[29] 
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Si n c e P wx e = Pd , subs t i t u t i n g e qua t i on 2 9 i n e qua ti on 2 0 
gives the conservation of mass at the interface as follows: 
[30] 
The term pdud (vd - ud ~~) in Eq. [25] is replaced as follows: 
Consider the coordinate systems shown in Fig. 12. The 
coordinate 11 x11 is tangential to the surface of the airfoil and "y" is 
normal to it. The coordinates X, Y are regular rectangular cartesian 
coordinates. Let 0 be the angle made by x with X. 
-+ -+ -+ 
i = Cos ¢ I + Sin ¢ J 
-+ -+ -+ 
j = -Sin ¢ I + Cos ¢ J 
The velocity of the drop in the x,y system is 
[31] 
The velocity of the drop in the X,Y system is 
[32] 
Fig. 12. Angle Between the Surface Coordinate x and the 
Regular Coordinate X 
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34 
Eq. [31] transformed into x,y system is as follows: 
~ ~ ~ 
V d = ( u d Cos ¢ - v d S i n ¢ ) I + ( u d S i n 4· + v d Cos q> ) J [ 3 3 J 
Comparing Eqs. [32] and [33], 
Solving [34] and [35] gives 
ud = Ud Cos ¢ + V d Sin ¢ 
d0 Therefore the term pdud (vd-ud dx) is replaced as follows: 
[34 J 
[35] 
[36] 
[37] 
· · do 
.In the above equation, pwxe(vd - ud dx) is replaced ·by Eq. [29] 
and ud by Eq. [36]. 
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Therefore, the conservation of momentum in x direction at the 
interface is given by 
do do 
PaUa (Va - Ua dX) - pWUW (VW - UW dx) [38] 
3uw 8ua 
+ µw -:;;y- - ~a dy x ( Ud Cos ¢ + V d Sin ¢ ) 
Another interfacial condition, namely the "no-slip" condition is 
introduced, i.e., 
[39] 
In summary, the interfacial conditions consist of Eqs. [20], 
[38] and [39]. 
Eq. [39] implies that there is no discontinuity in the x 
component of the flow. Eq. [20] represents the conservation of mass at 
the interface. Eq. [38] represents the conservation of momentum at the 
interface. 
Boundary Condit i ·o·n s 
The boundary condition for the motion of the waterfilm is the 
no-slip condition at the surface of the airfoil, i.e., 
At y = 0, uw = 0, v = 0 w 
36 
The boundary condition for the boundary layer of air is that the 
velocity component of air in x direction i.e., ua at the edge of the 
boundary layer or at y = cr, should match the potential flow distri-
bution, i.e., 
As y -+ cr 
Non-di mens i ona l i zat i o·n 
The governing equations of the airflow, waterfilm fl ow and the 
interface conditions are non-dimensionalized as follows: 
u * 
Lid v * Vd * 
Pa 
* 
PW 
- uo - uo Pa - - PW --d d Po Po 
a _J:}_ 
* ·- Ue * _ Ua µ 
* 
- µ * = ue ·- Uo ua - u-= w 0 a 0 a 
- uw x Yd 
= f J Reo uw * x* y * y* 
- Uo - c d --c 
= i ~Re Va * _ Vw JRe":- PoUoC o* * Rea v = - JRe vw . . - Uo Rea = c a a Uo a µo 
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The reference values p
0
, U
0
, etc. are enclosed in Appendix I. 
The governing equations in non-dimensional form (dropping the 
asteriks for the sake of convenience) are as follows: 
Airflow: 
8Ua 
ax 
8Va 
+ = 0 
ay 
3Ua 3Ua 
+Va 8y ua ex 
B. C. : As y -+ ex: 
' 
Wat e r f il m Fl ow : 
auw + ~ = 0 ax ay 
dUe 2 u 3 ua = dx + \) --e a ay2 
ua -+ Ue(x) 
B.C.: At y = 0, u = 0 'v ~ 0 w ' w 
[40] 
[41] 
[42] 
[43] 
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Interface Conditions: 
[44] 
( V U .9i) - ( v u d 0 ) = 1 Re 0 Pa a - a dx Pw w - w dx ~ 
u ( v - u .9i\ Pa a a a dx' [45] 
[46] 
Coordinate Transformation 
The non-dimensional equations for_ airflow and waterfilm flow, 
coupled by the interface equations, can be solved in principle by any 
of the standard finite difference methods. This requires the setting 
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up of a finite difference grid to solve the equations. The interface 
in the x-y coordinate system doesn't coincide with the grid points 
(Fig. 13). The finite difference equations are applicable at the 
discrete grid points. These equations should account for the interface 
also. 
Two choices are available. 
schemes near the interface (15). 
One is to devise special -numerical 
This leads to complicated programming 
tasks. On the other hand, the interface can be made to coincide with 
the grid points. Hsu et al (16), Srinivasan and Rao (17) , Duda et al 
(18) and Gaddis (19) have used coordinate transformations to immobilize 
the interface in their studies. A coordinate transformation ~=x, n=y/o 
is introduced in the present equations to align the interface to the 
grid system (Fig. 14). The computational plane is the ~' n 
plane. 
The coordinate transformation is given by: 
~ = x 
n = y/o 
y 
a 
8 Lo-- ......... 
- L..o--
v ~ 
v ........ 
~ v 
- x 
-
Fig. 13. Physical Space Consisting of the interface 
n 
n=l .......................................... . 
Fig. 14. Computational Space Consisting of the Interface 
After Transformatfon 
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Therefore, 
= 
d 
dx ( ) = d ~ 
a 
d~ 
I x ~ + n ay an 
( ) 
I x an ~ aY 
Eqs. [40-46] in the ~,n plane are as follows: 
Airflow: 
n do 
o~ 
aua 1 
- +-8n o 
ava = 0 
an 
.dUe 
= Ue a~ + 
41 
[47] 
[48] 
Waterfilm Flow: 
= 0 
vw auw 
+ = 8 an 
B. C. : At n = 0 u = 0 v = 0 
' w ' w 
Interface Conditions: 
~ U dUe + 
Pw e d; 
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[49] 
[50] 
43 
[53] 
+ l ( µ ~~ - i-i a a ua) 
o w an an 
SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 
The equations of airflow and the waterfilm flow can be solved 
dVe 
if, the pressure gradient parameter Ue ---cif' the quantitities dYd/d ~ and 
the velocity of components of the drop (Ud, Vd) at the edge of the film 
are known. The pressure gradient parameter UeddV~ti is obtained from the 
potential flow analysis of the air flow around the airfoil. The 
quantities dYci/d~ , Ud and Vd are obtained by solving the raindrop 
trajectory equation in the x y plane and converting to the ~ , n plane, 
after non-dimensionalization. In sequential order, the solution is as 
follows: 
1. For various positions of the raindrop along Y in the free 
stream, solve the trajectory equation of the raindrop and 
obtain the various points of impact on the surface of the 
airfoil and the velocity components of the raindrop Ud' Vd 
in X, Y directions respectively. The position of the 
raindrop in the free stream is shifted on the y-axis in 
the positive Y direction until the drop is unable to strike 
the upper surface of the airfoil. The values Y, (X, Y),the 
coordinates of the surface of the airfoil where the drop 
strikes, and ud, vd are tabulated. 
2. Using the distance 6X between successive impacts on the 
surface of the airfoil and the initial vertical distance,6Yd 
44 
3. 
between the same raindrops, 6Yd/~x is estimated. Since 
ddYd = 6Yd, the values generated for 6Yci/6x are used for 
X 6X 
dYci/dx. It is noted that dYci/ds = dYd/dx. 
dYd 
Using ~ , Ud, Vd and the pressure gradient parameter 
obtained from the potential flow analysis, the equations of 
air/waterfilm flow can be solved with the boundar·y and 
interface conditions. 
The later sections of this chapter explain the computational 
procedures in detail • 
Trajectory Analysis of a Raindrop 
Eqs. [9] and [10] are first-order differential equations with a 
prescribed initial condition. The Eqs. [9] and [10] can be written as 
follows: 
dUci _ (ff - Fi (X,Y,Ua, ud, Cd, d) [54] 
dXd 
ud [55] (ff -
dVd 
F2 (X,Y,Va, Vd, Cd' d) [56] (ff -
dYd 
vd [57 J (ff -
45 
Initial condition: At t = 0 X = - ~ 
ud = ua , vd = -VT 
If the functional form of F1 and F2 on the right-hand side of 
the Eqs. [54] and [56] is known, the differential equation can be 
solved by marching forward in time, using the initial condition. The 
quantitites appearing on the right-hand side of Eqs. [9] and [10] are 
obtained as follows: 
The values Pw, pa' g and d are prescribed as an input to the 
equations. The value of Ua, the velocity of air in the flow field 
around the airfoil, is obtained by using a Kutta Joukowsky transforma-
tion (Appendix II). Hence, a Joukowsky airfoil is used in the present 
analysis. The details of the transformation are discussed in Appendix 
II. The potential flow distributin so obtained is used for the values 
of U , V in Eqs. [9] and [10]. However, any type of airfoil can be a a 
used and, accordingly, the potential flow around the airfoil can be 
simulated and used in Eqs. [9] and [10]. 
The magnitude of the relative velocity of air with respect to 
the movng rain drop is obtained by using 
46 
The drag coefficient of the drop is estimated from the Stokes 
law variation of drag coefficient on a sphere (Fig. 15). A curve fit 
for Fig. 15 was obtained by Morsi and Alexander (20) to study particle 
trajectories in the two-phase flow systems. The same curve fit is used 
in the present analysis. The details are given in Appendix III. 
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Fig. 15. Experimental Curve for CdV
5
Re (21) 
The numerical solution of Eqs. [54-57] is obtained by using a 
fourth order Runge Kutta method (21). The drop position is incremented 
by a "small" time step. The "small" time step was obtained by a trial 
and error process so that instabilities are avoided. The velocity of 
air at this position must be known to calculate the rela-
tive velocity of air and coefficient of drag on the drop. 
The airfoil used in the present study is a Joukowsky airfoil. 
The airfoil surface is generated by using a cylinder in the X', Y' 
plane and transforming it into the X, Y plane by using the Joukowsky 
transformation. The method of generating a Joukowsky airfoil is 
explained in Appendix II. 
The raindrop trajectory analysis is carried out in the X, Y 
plane, consisting of the raindrop. To obtain the air velocity at the 
new position of the raindrop the coordinates (X, Y) of the new position 
of the raindrop are transformed back into the cylinder plane (x', y') 
coordinate system (Fig. 16). This is done as follows: 
The Joukowsky transformation is given by 
[58] 
which has the following inverse as follows: 
zl = [59] 
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y' 
Raindroo 
x' 
~ Raindrop 
+ 0 
y 
Fig. 16. Reverse Joukowsky Transformation 
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x 
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Since the position of the rain drop in the X, Y plane is known, 
the roots of Eq. [59] can be estimated. The root which occupies the 
same quadrant as occupied by the raindrop in the X, Y plane, is chosen 
and substituted into the complex potential obtained for the cir-
cular cylinder (see Appendix II). This gives the velocity of air in 
the cylinder plane. 
By using the formula 
1 
U ·v = dw = dw x fl_ 
a -
1 
a dZ dzl dZ ' 
the velocity of air at the new position of the drop is computed. The 
relative velocity of air with respect to the drop is used to compute 
the drag coefficient on the drop. c0 is obtained by using the curve fit 
derived by Morsi and Alexander (20). Using the fourth order Runge Kutta 
formulae (21) repeatedly, the above process is carried out a number of 
times, until the raindrop strikes or misses the airfoil surface. 
The analysis starts from a position in the free stream from 
where the drop can hit the leading edge stagnation point of the 
airfoil. The particular position of the drop in the free stream, from 
where it strikes the stagnation point is determined by a trial and 
error process. The position the raindrop . in the free stream is 
incremented by a small distance 6Yd in the positive direction of the 
Y-axis and the calculations are repeated. The coordinates of the 
surface of the airfoil where the drop strikes, are noted. Likewise, 
the trajectory equation is solved for various positions in the free 
stream by marching in the positive Y-direction. When the raindrop can 
not strike the airfoil, the calculations are stopped. 
The above numerical procedure is flow charted in Fig. 17. The 
distance between the successive impact of raindrops on the surface of 
t he a i r f o i l i s a l s o ca l cu l ate d • T h i s i s den o t e d by 6X • T he i n i t i a 1 
distance between two such drops in the free stream is 6Yd, which is a 
known value. By using 
dYd 
the value dX is calculated. . dYd S1 nee d"f dYd dYd = dX' the value of dX can 
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be used in the interface conditions developed for air/waterfilm flow in 
the ~' n plane. The computer program of the trajectory analysis is 
enclosed in Appendix IV. 
Finite Difference Equations 
The governing equations of air boundary layer and the waterfilm 
flow, Eqs. [47-53] are formulated in terms of finite difference 
equations. 
A Crank Nicholson Scheme (22) is used to formulate the finite 
difference equations. The finite difference grid is shown in Fig. 18. 
Since it is not possible to go up to infinity in the n-direction, a 
finite value of n is chosen for numerical · solution. Values of ua/uw 
are determined at the intersection of the grid lines and the values of 
va/vw are determined at the points designated by open circles. The 
Initialize 
All 
Variables 
ap 
Joukows ky 
Airfoil 
Set 
Initial 
Conditions 
into 
Cylinder 
Plane 
Obtain 
Velocity 
Components 
of Air in 
Airfoil 
Plane 
Increment 
Drop 
Po·sition 
By Runge-
Ku t ta 
Method 
Fig. 17. Flowchart of Trajectory Analysis 
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finite difference equations of Eqs. [48], [50] and [53] are centered at 
the points denoted by open circles (Fig. 18). The equations expressing 
mass balance, [47], [49] and [52], are centered at the points denoted 
by crosses (Fig. 18). 
The solution of Eqs. [47-53] is possible if an initial profile 
for ua/uw at some ~is specified. The initial profile can be specified 
close to the leading edge so that marching downstream is possible. The 
initial profile for ua/uw at the initial station near the leading edge 
of the airfoil is obtained by iterating the finite difference form of 
the Eqs. [47-53], without the ~derivatives. Eqs. [47-53], without the 
~derivatives are as follows: 
Airflow: 
dva = 0 (frl [60] 
Va d2ua Va dua 
+ Ue 
dUe 0 [61] ~ dn 2 - cm- ~ = 0 
B. C.: As n -+ a:, ua -+ Ue(~) 
Wat e r f i 1 m F 1 ow : 
dvw 0 (frl = 
[62] 
~ d2uw Vw duw · PaUe dUe 0 - +-- ·~ = 02 dn2 0 cm- Pw 
[63] 
B.C.: At n = 0, Uw :: 
.o' vw = 0 
Interface Conditions: 
u = u a w 
[64] 
[65] 
n 
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Fig. 18. Grid for the Finite-Difference Equations 
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Fig. 19. Grid for Estir.iuting the Initial Profile 
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[66] 
The continuity equations of air and water are centered at points 
designated by 11 X11 symbols. The Eqs. [61], [63] and [66] are centered 
at the intersections of grid lines (Fig. 19). Eq. [63] forms finite 
difference equations, which have a tridiagonal structure as follows: 
m m+l m m+l 
A. u . l + B. u . J w J- J w J 
m 
= O. l<j<N 
J 
[67] 
At the interface, n =l, i.e., J = N, the following equation links the 
velocity components of waterfilm in the ~-direction, i.e., u, the w 
velocity component of air, ua, the shear at the interface and the 
momentum exerted by the drops. 
Cm m+l om + N uaN+l = N [68] 
The Eq. [61] forms finite difference equations, which have the 
tridiagonal structures as follows: 
Am. m+l 8m J uaj-1 + j m+l u . aJ + C~ m+l = D~ J u aj+ 1 . J N <j < Nl 
Eqs. [67], [68] and [69] are solved by the Gaussian eli-
[69] 
mi n at i on tech n i q u e • An i n ; t; a 1 prof i1 e of the form u w = U en , 1 < j < N 
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and ua = Ue, j ~ N, is chosen. An initial film thickness of arbitrary 
value is chosen. The finite difference Eqs. [67], [68] and [69] are 
solved. The finite difference form of Eqs. [60], [62] and [65] are 
solved for the component of velocity in the n direction, va/vw. 
These values are used in the finite difference form of Eq. [66] to 
produce a new value of film thickness. The non-linear coefficients in 
Eqs. [61], [63] and [66] are taken as the previous iteration values and 
the finite difference equations of [60-66] are solved again. Likewise, 
equations are interated, until the computed values converge. The 
convergence criteria is specified as an input to the riumerical 
procedure. Thus, the initial velocity profile in the ~direction is 
ua/uw, velocity profile in the n direction, i.e., va/vw and the 
thickness of waterfilm o is established at the initial station near the 
leading edge. 
After the initial profile is established at i = 1, the full form 
of the equations including ~derivatives, i.e., Eqs~ [47-53] are 
considered to obtain the profile at next the ~ downstream of the 
initial station i = 1. This is obtained as follows: 
The initial guess for the velocity profile in the ~ direction at 
i = 2 is the same as that obtained for i = 1. The initial profile in 
the n direction at i + 1/2 is the same as that obtained for i = 1. The 
analogs to Eqs. [48], [50] and [53] are centered at the points 
designated by open circles (Fig. 18). These analogs are centered at 
m + 1/2, where m is the previous iteration and m + 1 is the present 
iteration. 
The finite difference form of Eq. [50] has the tridiagonal 
structure as follows: 
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A~ m+l 
J uwi+l, j-1 + B~ J m+l + c~ uwi + 1, J J um+l - D~ l< J"<N [70] wi+l, j+l - J 
The finite difference form of Eq. [48] also has the same 
tridiagonal structure as follows: 
Am. m+l 8m J uai+l, j-1 + j m+l + cm. m+l om uai+l, j J uai+l, j+l = j 
N < j < Nl 
[71] 
The Eqs. [70] and [71] are linked by the finite difference form 
of the interface Eq. [53] as follows: 
Am m+l m m+l + Cm m+l [72 ] N uwi+l, N-1 + 8n uai+l, N N uai+l, N+l = D~ 
From the interface condition, it is to be noted that 
m+l m+l uai+~, N = uwi+l, N 
Eqs. [70], [71] and [72] form a tridi~gonal matrix. The 
tridiagonal matrix is solved by the Gaussian elimination technique. 
The nonlinear coefficients at the center points for the finite 
difference Eqs. [70], [71] and [72] are approximated as the average of 
the four values surrounding it at the same n level. 
For example, the nonlinear term ua corresponding to 
in Eq. [48] is averaged as follows: 
m+l/2 1 m+l m+l m m 
uai+l/2, j = 4 (uai+l, j + uai,j + uai,j + uai+l,j) 
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Si n c e t he t r i di ago n a 1 mat r i x i s to be so 1 v e d for um: 11 j = 2 , a1+ , j' 
m+l/2 Nl - 1, the nonlinear term uai+l/ 2,j, should not contain values such as 
m+l 
uai+l, j• Therefore, the non-linear terms containing the value of ua 
at i + 1 and m + 1 level are taken as the same as that of ua at i = 1 
and of previous iteration m. The velocity component in the ~ 
direction, u /u at j = l, Nl - 1, is the result obtained after solving a w 
the Eqs. [70], [71] and [72]. 
Now the finite difference form of the mass balance Eqs. [47], 
[49] and [52] are solved to obtain the component of velocity in the 
n -direction, v /v. Using these values in the finite difference form 
a w 
of Eq. [53], the new thickness of the waterfilm at i = 2 is obtained. 
The new values for ua/u , v /v and 8 are used to improve the non-w a w 
linear coefficients in the Eqs. [47-53] and the finite difference 
equations are solved again. The iterations are repeated until 
convergence is obtained. The final values of ua/uw, va/vw 
and o at i = 2 are used as an initial guess at i = 3 and iterations 
are repeated again, until convergence is obtained. Likewise, we 
proceed downstream along the surface of the airfoil until separation is 
encountered. 
The numerical procedure is flowcharted in Figure 20. The 
computer progam is enclosed in Appendix IV. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The numerical procedures developed to solve the trajectory 
equation and waterfilm thickness are tested in this chapter. The 
results are discussed below. The procedures are enclosed in Appendix 
IV. 
The trajectory analysis of a 1 mm diameter raindrop is performed 
as a trial run. A time step of 0.0005 was chosen. No numerical insta-
bilities were encountered for the above time step. The complete tra-
jectory of a raindrop of diameter 1 mm is plotted in Fig. 21. The drop 
follows a straight line path to impact on the surface of the airfoil. 
This is because of the effect of gravity. Gravity pulls down the drop 
and the drop tends to follow a straight line path compared to the air 
flow. 
The trajectory analysis is performed for various positions of 
the raindrop in the free stream. The position of impact on the surface 
of the air foil in the X, Y coordinates, the component of drop velocity 
in the X direction, i.e., Ud, and the component of drop velocity in the 
Y-direction, Vd, are tabulated in Table 1.- The velocity components of 
the drop at impact on the surface of the airfoil are almost constant. 
dYd The impingement factor CfX" is calculated from Table 1. The 
dYd 6Yd impingement factor CfX" ~ -;;x and the di stance on the surface of the 
air foil is given in Table 2. These are plotted in Fig. 22. 
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TABLE 1 
Yds Position Coard. of Coord. of Vel. Comp. Vel. Comp. 
of Drop in the Impact the Impact of Drop in of Drop in 
the Free- on the on the x-Direction y-Direction 
stream, m Ai rf oi 1 ,x ,m Airfoil ,y ,m ud, m/s ~d' mis 
0.602 0.0000 0.0000 49.9633 -5.5722 
0.612 0.0000 . 0.0000 49.9636 -5.5688 
0.617 0.0002 0.0029 49.9639 -5.5673 
0.622 0.0015 0.0079 49.9643 -5.5660 
0.627 0.0038 0.0126 49.9644 -5.5639 
0.632 0.0072 0.0172 49.9640 -5.5610 
0.637 0.0117 0.0218 49.9638 -5.5581 
0.642 0.0175 0.0265 49.9637 -5.5552 
0.647 0.0242 0.0308 49.9634 -5.5513 
0.652 0.0323 0.0351 49.9633 -5.5474 
0.657 0.0415 0.0393 49.9631 -5.5424 
0.662 0.0524 0.0434 49.9633 -5.5374 
0.667 0.0645 0.0473 49.9636 -5.5313 
0.672 0.079 0.0512 49.9641 -5.5242 
0.677 0.0949 0.0547 49.9653 -5.5174 
0.682 0.1143 0.0582 49.9670 -5.5085 
0.687 0.1354 0.0612 49.9693 -5.5001 
0.692 0.1624 0.0641 49.9727 -5.4893 
0.697 0.2078 0.0669 49.9794 -5.4720 
0.702 0.2574 0.0678 49.9876 -5.4573 
0.707 0.3053 0.0670 49.9950 -5.4471 
0.712 0.6802 0.0324 50.0356 -5.4208 
0.717 0.9144 0.0059 50.0336 -5.4277 
0.722 0.9918 0.0005 50.0280 -5.4256 
x, Distance on the 
Surface of Airfoil, m 
0.0029 
0.0081 
0.0133 
0.019 
0.0254 
0.0329 
0.0408 
0.05 
0.0601 
0.0717 
0.0844 
0.0994 
0.1157 
0.1354 
0.1567 
0.1839 
0.2294 
0.279 
0.3269 
0.7034 
0.9391 
1.0167 
TABLE 2 
Impingement 
Factor 
1.72 
0.96 
0.96 
0.88 
0.78 
0.67 
0.63 
0.54 
0.49 
0.43 
0.39 
0.33 
0.31 
0.25 
0.23 
0.18 
0.11 
0 .1 
0.1 
0.01 
0.02 
0.06 
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The impingment factor is high, close to the leading edge. Since 
a large number of raindrops strike the region near the leading edge, 
the impingement factor is high in this region. As we traverse 
downstream on the surface of the air foil a lesser number of raindrops 
strike the surface of the air foil. Therefore, the impingement factor 
reduces downstream of the surface of the air foil. 
To solve the finite difference form of Eqs. [61-67], the values 
dYd dYd 
PwXe <ff' P~eUcr Cff (Ud Cos ¢ + Vd Sin ¢) and the pressure gradient 
are needed. 
A step size of ~~ = 0.005 was chosen in the ~ direction. Te 
properties of air and water, the volume fraction of water content xe 
and the free stream velocity of air · is supplied as a part of the data 
dYd 
to the numerical procedure. The impingement factor (ff at the discrete 
locations on the surface of the airfoil, is in the ~Ix-direction, is 
interpolated from Fig. 22. The velocity components of the drops, Ud 
and Vd respectively, at the discrete locations on the surface of the 
airfoil in the direction are also supplied as data to the numerical 
procedure. The angle ¢ at the grid points in the ~ -direct ion is 
obtained from the surface geometry of the airfoil. The pressure 
dUe gradient parameter ue(ff is obtained from .the potenti1al flow 
dUe distribution (Appendix 1). The velocity gradient~, at the grid 
points in the ~-direction is estimated by fitting a parabola t the 
velocity distribution, Ue and differentiating the expressio~. 
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Until ·now, the input to the numerical procedure to solve the 
Eqs. [47-53] has been prepared. The finite difference equations are to 
be solved as follows: 
A step size of 6n = 0.025 chosen in then-direction. Just away 
from the stagnation point of the airfoil, an initial station, say, ~ 
0 
is chosen. The Eqs. [60-66], which do not consist of ~ deri~atives are 
considered at s= sr! An initial profile of the form u = u n 
e 
when n < 
1 and u = Ue when n> l is chosen. An initial thickness of waterfilm of 
the order 0.1 mm in the non-dimensional plane is chosen. The finite 
difference form of the Eqs. [61, 63 and 66], namely Eqs. [67-69], are 
iterated until convergence is obtained. The convergence criteria is 
that the difference of the sum of the velocity component in the ~ 
direction, u /u , at all grid points in the present iteration and the 
a w 
sum of the velocity component in the s direction, ua/uw at all the grid 
points in the previous iteration is less than 0.3. The error, 0.3 
distributed over 400 points in the n-direction is quite small. 
Similar convergence criteria were chosen for ua/uw and the 
thickness of the waterfilm (see Appendix IV). About 24 iterations were 
needed to obtain convergence. The film thickness was about 0.01 mm. 
Based on the film thickness, the velocity profile ua/uw in the s 
direction at s , the thickness of waterfilm and the velocity profile at 
0 
the next station downstream of s
0 
was established • . The finite 
difference form of Eqs. [47-53], were iterated at s1, where s1 is the 
station downstream of s0 • 
Numerical instabilities are encountered in the procedure, while 
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iterating at ; 1• The same convergence criteria as above is used. The 
error in the computed values is growing with the number of iterations. 
The error in the computed values of the velocity component ua/uw is 
tabulated in Table 3. It can be seen that convergence is not obtained. 
Iteration 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
TABLE 3 
Difference in uw 
Between M, M+l 
Iterations 
-0.1182688 
-0.1347039 
-6.8693620 
Difference in u a 
Between M, M+l 
Iterations 
8.204650 
275.535100 
-96.7089800 
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OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A theoretical study to estimate the thickness of the waterfilm 
on the upper surface of the airfoil has been completed. Scattered 
throughout the text material are the results, conclusions and recommen-
dations of this study. They are summarized in this chapter. 
1. The literature search has indicated that the study of the 
effect of rainfall on aircraft performance has often been a 
neglected area, until recently. 
2. Based on a two-phase boundary layer approach, a mathematical 
model to calculate the thickness of the waterfilm on the 
upper surface of the airfoil is proposed. The model in-
eludes the effect of the curvature of ·the surface of the air 
' foil. The effect of surface tension on the thickness of the 
coated film was not considered in this study. Future 
modelling efforts can consider the effects of surface ten-
sion. This would mean that the magnitude of pressure grad-
ients in the waterfilm would be less than that existing in 
the boundary layer of air. 
3. Based on a finite control value, interface equations are de-
rived to link the equations describing the changes in the 
air flow and the waterfilm flow on the surface of the air 
foil. The analysis is based on a differential approach. 
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4. The interface of air/waterfilm is curved in the physical 
plane (x,y). Special numerical procedures have to be 
developed to accommodate the curved interface. By using a 
simple coordinate transformation, the equations are trans-
formed into a computational plane (~,n). This transfor-
mation forces the interface to be a part of the grid system 
for the difference equations. In effect, simple numerical 
procedures were adequate to form the computational model. 
5. A numerical program, using a fourth-order Runge Kutta 
method, was developed to trace the trajectory and predict 
the position of the impact of raindrops on the surface of 
the airfoil. The velocity components of air to be used in 
the above procedure were obtained from the potential flow 
analysis around the airfoil. The point of introduction of 
the raindrop in the free stream affects the position of im-
pact on the surface of the airfoil. Gravity effects tend 
to straighten the path of the raindrop by pulling it down 
during the course of the trajectory. 
6 Th · · f dY d · h. h th t t. • e impingement actor, dx , is ig near e s agna ion 
point of the airfoil. It decreases rapidly along the sur-
face of the airfoil towards the rear. Hence, large numbers 
of drops strike the region, close to the leading edge. 
7. In this study, the angle of attack is zero. Further 
studies should consider small angles of attack. This will 
change t~e potential flow distribution around the airfoil, 
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in turn affecting the impingement factor. However, the 
present model is capable of accommodating the angle of 
attack. 
8. Since the governing equations of air and waterfilm flow 
on the surface of the airfoil are parabolic in nature, a 
marching technique was proposed to solve these equations. 
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A Crank Nicholson scheme was used to set up the finite 
difference equations. The convergence of velocity profiles 
and waterfilm thickness at the initial station were achieved 
after about 24 iterations. The thickness of the waterfilm 
at the initial station is about 0.01 mm. Further calcula-
tions downstream of the initial station were not possible 
on account of numerical instabilities. Even though the 
Crank Nicholson scheme is unconditionally stable, 
convergence is not obtained in the present numerical 
procedure. This may be due to the fact that, the equations 
are highly nonlinear in the computational phase (~,n). 
Future studies should remedy this problem. 
APPENDIX I 
Properties of Water: @ 293 K 
Density of Water, = 998.2 Kg/M3 
Absolute Viscosity, 
Kinematic Viscosity, 
= 10.03 x 10-4 N.Sec/M2 
-7 2 
= 10.05 x 10 M /Sec. 
Properties of Air: @ 293 K 
Density, = 1.2047 Kg/M3 
Absolute Viscosity, = 18.17 x 10-6 N.Sec/M2 
-6 2 Kinematic Viscosity, = 15.08 x 10 M /sec. 
Acceleration Due to Gravity = 9.8 M/sec2 
Length of Chord of 
Juokowsky Airfoil, C = 1.0lM 
Liquid Water Content of Raindrops 
in Free Stream, Plw 5 gm/M3 
Liquid Volume Fraction, Xe = Plw/pw 
Free Stream Velocity, U0 = 50 m/s 
The reference values P
0
, µ
0
, v
0
, are taken as the properties of 
air at 293 K. 
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APPENDIX II 
Consider a circular cylinder with its center coinciding with the 
origin of the x" and y .. coordinate system (Fig. 23). Let 11 a11 be the 
radius of the cylinder. 
A lifting potential flow around the cylinder can be constructed 
by superimposing 
1. A uniform stream 
2. A doublet 
3. A line vortex 
By using an appropriate transformation, the flow about a 
cylinder can be transformed into flow around an airfoil. The 
transformation is named after Joukowsky. The airfoil generated by the 
transformation is ca 11 ed a "Joukowsky Ai rf oi 1 • 11 . The Joukowsky trans-
formt ion is given by (Ref. 22), 
Z = Z' + b2/Z 1 [1 J 
The complex plane Z consists of the airfoil and plane z• 
consists of the circular cylinder (Fig. 24). It is to be noted that 
the origin of the Z' plane doesn't coincide with the center of the 
circular cylinder. It is offset by a small distance Zp'· This can be 
explained as follows: 
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Fig. 23. Complex Plane Consisting of the Cylinder 
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y' y 
x' x 
Fig. 24. Joukowsky Airfoil 
Consider the Joukowsky transformation 
b2 
z : z II + zrr 
The center of the circle coincides with the origin of the Z" 
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[3] 
plane and 11 a 11 is the radius of the circle. The points on the surface 
of the circular cylinder are mapped onto an ellipse in the Z plane 
(Fig. 25). As the radius of the circle is decreased, ellipses smaller 
in size are formed. Eventually, for a particular value of the radius 
11 a , 11 ( say a= b ) , t he t ran sf o rm at i on p rod u c es a st r i p of l en gt h 
(Fig. 25). The points 2b, -2b are singular. If somehow a circle of 
radius 11 a 11 is described in the Z11 plane such that the image of it in 
the Z plane lies between the strip and ellipse, then an airfoil-like 
shape can be produced in the Z plane. 
To produce such an airfoil, a circular cylinder with its center 
offset from the origin of the coordinate system has to be considered 
(Ref. 22). Thus, we consider a circular cylinder whose center 
coincides with the Z11 plane and describe the same cylinder with respect 
to another coordinate system z•. The center of the circular 
cylinder, P, is offset by a distance Zp' from the origin of the 
coordinate system z'. This distance is denoted by Zp' (Fig. 26). 
The singular points -2b, 2b should not lie in th flow field in 
the Z plane. This difficulty is avoided by describing the circle with 
respect to the Z system in such a fashion that the rearward stagnation 
point of the circular cylinder passes through the point +b in the z• 
plane (Fig. 26). Thus, the singular point 2b in the Z plane becomes 
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y II 
y 
-2a. 2a 
Fig. 25. General Joukowsky Transformation 
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y' y 
b 
x x' 
Fig. 26. Joukowsky Transformation 
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the rearward stagnation point of the airfoil. By doing this, the other 
singular point, -b, is mapped into the surface of the airfoil. 
To obtain potential flow around the Joukowsky airfoil, a lifting 
flow around the circular cylinder is considered. As mentioned before, 
the superposition of a uniform stream, a doublet and a line vortex, 
will produce a lifting flow. The complex potential for such a flow is 
w = U [Z 11 + 
ex: 
a2 r z11 + 2i 1 ( ) J Y' 4nU n a 
ex: 
[3] 
The circular cylinder and the lifting flow are to be described 
with respect to the z• system. Let the center of the cylinder be 
offset by a distance Zp' from the origin of the z• plane (Fig. 4). 
z = x + ;y p p p 
I 11 I -
z = z + z p 
According to the Joukowsky transformation 
I I 
z = z + b2;z 
(b - X ')2 + Y ,2 = a2 p p 
X 1 Y 1 are the coordinates of the center of the circular p ' p 
cylinder with respect to the z• plane. 11 a 11 is the radius of the 
[ 4 J 
circular cylinder. By varying the coordinates Xp', VP' and the radius 
of the cylinder, various shapes of airfoils are generated. 
Since the derivative of the complex potential, w, yields the 
velocity components of the flow, by using the formula 
dw _ dw 
dZ - dZ" 
IJ 
dZ dZ
1 
x -,-x -dz dZ 
[5] 
the velocity components of the flow in the airfoil plane are obtained. 
The magnitude of the velocity vector is given by 
I ~~ I = I u2 + v2 [6] 
The normal component of the velocity at the body surface 
vanishes as a boundary condition for the potential flow. The velocity 
of air at the body is determined by using 
I dw I / I ddZZ' I dZ 1 [7 J = 
A numerical procedure developed by Chow (20) has been used for 
potential flow calculations. A Joukowsky airfoil of chord length 
approximately lM and 15% thickness has been used in this study-. The 
airfoil is symmetric. The computer program is shown in Appendix IV. 
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APPENDIX III 
Expressions to approximate the experimental drag curve versus 
Reynolds number, have been developed by Morsi and Alexander (19). 
These are as follows: 
Cd = 24.0/Re Re < 0.1 
Cd = 22.73/Re + 0.0903/Re2 + 3.69 0.1 < Re < 1.0 
Cd = 29.1667/Re - 3.8889/Re2 + 1.222 1.0 <Re < 10.0 
Cd = 46.5/Re - 116.67/Re2 + 0.6167 10.0 < Re < 100.0 
Cd = 98.33/Re - 2778/Re2 + 0.3644 100.0 < Re < 1000.0 
Cd = 148.62/Re - 4.75 x 104/Re2 + 0.357 1000.0 < Re < 5000.0 
Cd = 490.546/Re + 57.87 x 104/Re 2 + 0.46 5000.0 <Re < 10000.0 
Cd = -1662.5/Re + 5.4167 x 106/Re2 + 0.5191 10000.0 < Re < 50000.0 
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APPENDIX IV 
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES 
f.JOB 
C*~****CO~STR~CTION OF JOU~OWSKY AIRFOIL ANO THE POTENTIAL FLO~ 
C•$o~•~ARDU~D TH~ •I~FOIL 
C•••••~I~ITIAllZAT!O~ AN~ QATA l~PUT 
CO~PLEX c1,z,z1,z2.ZPl 
CO~MON MtNtOYl/G~OUP/AtBtZPl 
OI~iNSION X(30ry)tY(JOO)t~l(lll)tYl(lnl)tPSI(lZl.101) 
t, APH I { 2C 0) •AP (? OC) t CJ> ( 2 00) , C 3~ ST ( 19) , A 'ofCi ( 2 00) , A Nf;L ~ ( 2 00) , 0'< ST ( 2 00) 
t,XB(20~)tV(2~0)tSLOPF(ZOO) 
ryATA XMAX,XMTNtY~AX,YHT~/leOt-l7eOtl3.0,0.0/ 
OATA XMAXltXMI~l.Y~AXltY~l~l/7.0,-17.0,1~.o,n.D/ 
U=~o.o 
RHn=1.o 
F P R E S= 10 1 3 :! 5 • 0 
A=O. Z788~7'H 3 
~=0.25 
Cl=C~PLX(C.Jtl•O) 
YPl=O.O 
XPl=-0.~28~67513 
10 l I l= 1, 18 
l ~£AO(Stl) CJ~ST(Il) 
2 F orM AT (FR. 1) 
'~RITE(6t 3) 
3 FCP.M,T('l't//S~x,•TH~ STQtAMLINES TJ of PLCTTEC AR~·) 
DC ; Kl=ltl8 
WRTTE(6t~) CONST(Klj 
4 FO~MlT(/5ux,•P5I='tF~.l) 
!> co~4THWE 
(O•htn~SETUP ~rlC: r,;uo P! CYL I~O~k PLA'lc A•!i) C!JMPUTE THC: VAL Uc JC ~Hr­
C~*~~*STPEAM F'JNCTI0"1 AT r~= C.RIJ 0 otNTS 
!Pl=CMPLX(~Pl,VPl) 
'.)Xl=O. ~ 
jYl=0.13 
~=(XWAXl-X~l~l)/~Xl+l 
~=(Y~~Xl-Y~INl)/~Yl•l 
X l ( l) =X,''1It•1 
!Ju b I=2tM 
b ~l(l)=Xl(l-l)+~Xl 
Yl(l)=YMI~l 
00 1 J=ZtN 
7 Yl(J)=Vl(J-l)+OYl 
!')Q 8 I=ltH 
DO d J:ltN 
ll=C~PLX(Xl(l)tYl(J)) 
Z Z=Z 1-ZP 1 
8 PSI(!tJ)=U*AI~A~(ZZ+-o•2/lZ•CI*Z•O*YPl*CLOG(ll/A)) 
00 lZ t<=ltl8 
C•••*~SEARCH FOR P~INTS LYING Q~ A SPECI~IC STREAM LJNe 
CALL ~~ARt~(Xl.YltPSltCONST(K)tXtY•KMAX) 
c••·••MAP T~ns£ 0ot~TS TO AIRFOIL PLAN~ 
CALL ~APPI~(XtYt~MlXtX~lNtXHAXtYM1NtY~AXtNPJINT) 
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C*****PRI~T THE POihTi 
WRITE(6tq) C~NST(K) 85 
9 ~o~MAT( 1 1•,sox. 1 THE PQNTS(XtY) o~ TrlF STREAMLI~c PSI= 1 tF9.l) 
OU 10 Kl=ltNPO!~T 
10 WRIT~(6tll) X(~l)tY(Kl) 
11 FORHAT(50x,•x=•,Fa.4,•.•,3x,•v=·,F~.4) 
12 CONTINUE 
C••~**ScleCT A3CUT 2~u Pf'JI~TS LYING ON THE CYLINOEQ AND ~AP THES~ 
C••·•~?OHtT:i INTrJ l JQUk.1w~KY AI~F0IL,US!NG JOUKf'Jw~KY TRANSFOR"1.t\TIOr-.. 
c~·~·~co~PUTC ThE VELOCITY ~F Al~ ~T THE ~URFACE OF TH~ lIRFOIL 
~I R IT t ( 6 , 1 4 ) 
l~ FORM•T('l't/50~t'THE AIRFOIL CO-~Rryl~ATES AR~') 
~1=4.~ATAN(l•) 
f")PHI =PI/ 100. 0 
Ju lZ l=ltZOO 
If(L.EO.l) ~OTO 21 
APHl(l)=APHI(l-l)+OPHI 
GO TO 17 
21 APHI{l)=O.O 
V(l)=O.O 
GO TO lB 
17 Z2=A~C~X?(Cl*APHI(L)) 
Zl=l2•ZP1 
!=Zl•3•~Z/7.'.l 
X(l)=Rf1'l(Z) 
Y(l)=UMAu(Z) 
X(l)=X(L)+0.~1~6195 
ANG(l):(lPHI(l)/Pl)*l80 
V=CA~~( (l.O-(A/Z2)*$2+C!*2.J~YP1/l2) 
~=CAesc (l·O-{~/Zl)~*2) ) 
~=W/R 
V(l)=J 
r;o TO 15 
18 wRIT~(6tl9) lP~l(L) 
l 9 ~ 0 P. HA T (/ 5 0 X , ' S ! ~ 'G LJL A~ TH ~ l A ' • f ~ • 4 ) 
';O TO 22 
15 ~RIT~(6tl6} X(l)tY(L),~ 
16 ~O~MAT(/2SX,5x,•x•,f9.612Xt'Y 1 ,F?.61?X. 1 VELOCITY='tFB.~) 
22 ':ONT!NUc 
STOP 
~~o 
(~$$**SUSROUT1~E S~AOCH SEARCH~S F1R POI~TS LYING ~N A SP~CIFIC 
C•$~$*ST~EA~ LI~E 
SUBRQUTI~E SEA~CY(~,v,Ps!,PSIAtXX,YY,KMAX) 
~lMt~SID~ X(12l)tY(lCl)t?Sl(l21110lj•XX(300)tYY(30~) 
CCMHC'~ M.~~.ov 
t(:Q 
I=O 
1 J=l 
t=I+l 
lF(leGT.~) G1 TJ 1 
i D:PSI(I,J)-PSI~ 
TF(AS~(P).LE. ~.COOOl) GO TO b 
3 J=J+ 1 
TF(J.GT.~) Gf'J TO l 
J=PS I ( t, J )-PSIA 
IF(PO~) 5,c;,4 
4 P=Q 
GO TO 3 
'5 K=K+l 
XX(K)=X(l) 
YY(K)=Y(J)-OY•~BS(0)/(ABS(P)+~9S(Q)) 
P=C 
GO TO J 
6 9(:1(+ 1 
XX(K)=X,l) 
YY(K)=Y(J) 
J=J•l 
tf(J.GT.~) GO TO 1 
GO TO Z 
7 KMAX=K 
RETUQ.N 
~NO 
C••••o~APS THE POINTS IN THE tYLINOER PLANE TO AIRFOIL PLANE BY 
C••••oJOUKD•SKY TklNSFOR~ATION 
SUBRf".'IUTINE MAP?I~(Xl.YltKl.X'4I~,xMAX.YMH?,n•Ax.NPOL~T) 
~!M~~SlON Xl(Kl)tYl\Kl) 
COMMON/GROUP/AtBtZPl 
COMPLEX _z,z1,z2,ZPl 
~POINT=O 
00 l I=ltKl 
!l=C~PLX(Xl(l)tYl(I)) 
Z2=ll-ZP1 
R=CA95(l2) 
If(ReLT.A) GO TO l 
Z =Zl +3•* 2/Z l 
X=REAL(Z) 
Y=Al'-1AG(Z) 
If (X.LT.XM!~ .~R. ~.sr.x~AX .oq. Y.LT.YMIN .OR. Y.GT.Y~4X) Gn TO l 
NPOINT=NPOINT+l 
1(l(114POtNT)=X 
Yl(NPJtNT)=Y 
l CJNTINUE: 
~cTURN 
'=NO 
'ENTRY 
l.0 
2.0 
J.o 
4.0 
6.0 
10.0 
14.0 
zo. 0 
zs.o 
~ .>. 0 
~o.o 
65.o 
so.a 
100.0 
12 5. 0 
l~O.O 
175. 0 
200.0 
86 
iJ~8 CGAAAAA~tT=400 
C••~•qTRAJECTu~Y A~ALYSIS OF A RAI~D~OP 
( 
C••~$~)ATA !~PUT A~O CALCULATION OF TH~ COJR~INATES OF TH~ SURFACt 
C*****~f TH~ ATR~OTL USING JOUKO~SKY TRA~SFQDMATiu~ 
cou~a~ XX(?500)tYY(2500)tA,O.A~~.R~09AQtPltVTtUFtVFtCtCt91Ult 
tAPHI(l500)tS(l~5l)tGX(lZ5l)tGY(l2Sl)tA~Glt(lZ51) 
EXTc~r-.Al FX,FY 
CO~PLEX c1.z.z1,z2,zP1 
~ATA RHJ,RHOF1G/q9e.2,1.zo47,9.a1 
CI=C~PLX(OeOtleO) 
C=0.278867513 
8=0.?5 
31=0.0 
xa=o.o 
YPl=O.O 
XP1=-~.0Z89b7513 
lPl=CMPLX(XPltYPl) 
ANU=l.~08E-5 
~ =O. 0002 5 
Ul=50.-0 
ro=o.o 
X0=-5. 5 
Y0=0.33 
D=Z.O•R 
RHOaAR=R HOF /RH') 
A=(3.0*RHOBA~)/(4.Qq~j 
Pl='t•*ATA"4(l•) 
')PHI=?l/1250 
A PH I ( l ) = 0 • ~ 
':>O 1 I=ZtZ500 
1 APHI(l)=APHI(I-l)+OPHI 
00 2 L=ltZ500 
Z2=C*C~XP(CI*APH!(L)) 
Z !=Lt~• ZP 1 
Z=Zl+S••Z/Zl 
XX(l)='lEAL(Z) 
YY(L)=AIMAG(Z) 
C PRINTtltXX(l)tYY(L) 
2 CONTINUE 
C•***ORclSSIG~~ENT o~ lR~AYS CONTAINING CunRDINATES OF THE SURFACL 
c••···~F THc AIRfOtl 
:)(j 16 t=1,1z•31 
'<=12'51-1+1 
t;X(K )=XX (I) 
GY(K)=YY(I) 
16 CONTINUE 
C 16 PRI~T,K.GX(K)t~Y(K) 
00 50 J=ltlZ~l 
5(J)=SORT((GX(J))¥*Z+(GY(J))**Z) 
AhGL~(J)=(ATAN(GY(J)/GX(J)))*lSO/Pl 
50 CONTINUE 
C 50 PRINT,J,GX(J)tGY(J)tS(J)tANGLE(J) 
NCOUNJ=l 
C*****9EGIN TRAJ=CTORY ANALYSI~ FROM A SP~CIFIC POINT IN THc 
C****•FREE STREA~ 
3 T=TO 
X=XO 
.Y=YO 
DT=0.0005 
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~l=O 
VT=TRMVcL(R) 
V=-VT 
u=~o.o 
WRITE(6t4) 
4 FOP.MAT(//50Xt 1 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS BEGIN') 
WRITE(6t5) r.x,v 
5 FORMAT(/50Xt'I~ITIAL TIME T='1F8e4t/t 
~SOXt'INITIAL PQSITIO~·.•x=•.Fa.4,•v=•1F8.4) 
C••••HAP THE POSITtO~ OF THE RAINDROP TO CYLINDER PLANE SY USING AN 
C••••INVE~Sc JOUKOWSKY TRA~SFORMATlON.co~PUTE THE VELOCITY OF AIR 
C••••I~ THE CYLI~DER PLANE ANO USING JOUKuWSKY TRANSFO~MATTON CQ¥PUTE 
C**** THE Y~LOCITY OF ll~ IN THE AIRFOIL PLA~E AT THE COORESPONDING 
C***$PQINT.THE ~TR VELOCITY IS USED TO COM~UTE THE RELAIVE VELOCITY 
C•••*A~O vRAG COEF~ICl~NT 
6 C~LL MAPPIN(XtYtUF,vF,c,B,YPltXPltUl) 
C•*•*USIN~ FOURTH ~R~cP RU~~E-~UTTA ~ETHD~ INCREME~T THE DROP POSITI~N 
C****A~il VELOCITY 
CALL ~UTTA(XtYtUtV1T10T,FX1FY1XPl1YPl) 
c ~~ITE(61Zl) T,x,v 
c 22 FO~MlT(/25Xt'A~TfR TIM~ T=•,ca.4,•RAIN~R~P POSITIO~·.Fe.4,FJ.4) 
C••~••OETERMINE THE POSITION OF IMPACT IF THE RAIN JRJP IS SUFFICIF~TLY 
C•••••CLOS~ TO THE AIRFOIL 
IF(A9S(X}.LE.0.53.ANn.v.tr.o.o15) 
tCALL SEARCH(X,v,x1,v1,~1.R1KltOT) 
C****~IF THE RAIND?QO FALLS IN NcGlTIVE Y-AXIS REGION STOP ITERATION 
IF(Sl.~LeJeO •'NO. Y.LT.O.O) GO TO 12 
C•****RAIN u~OP HITS THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE ~IRFOIL. 
lf (Bl.Nf .o.o .~ND. Y.GT.O.O) GO TO 7 
C••~••RAINDROP CAN~OT HIT THE AI~FOIL 
tf(X.GT.lel .A~D. lBS(Y).GT.O.O) GO TO 9 
~O TO 6 
7 ~l=XB 
Ocf=GX(l251)-0.o 
XT=Xl•O~F 
WRIT~(618) R1XtYtXl1Yl1U1V 
8 FOPMAT(/~OX,'RAINJROP HITS T~E ATRFulL't 
~/50Xt'RA0l~S='•F6.4,?Xt'DROP LOCATiu~ X='1Fa.4,•v=•,Fa.4, 
~/~OX1'IMPACT P~SITION x=•,Fa.4,•y:•,Fs.4, 
~/50Xt 1 0ROP VELOCITY UD='1F8e4t'V0='tF8.4) 
~O TO 11 
q NCOUNT=NCOUNT•l 
WRtT~(6tl0) R,x,v 
10 FOR~lT(/SOXt'RllNO~OP CANNOT HIT THE AIRFOIL't 
~/50X1'RAOIUS='1F6e4t2Xt'X='tF8.~t'Y='te8.4) 
C***** IF RAINOROP CANNOT HIT THE AIRFOIL T•ICE CO~SECUTIV~LY STCP 
C••~•* THE ITERATIQNS 
lf(NCOUNT.EQ.Z) GO TQ 14 
c•••••1ROP POSITIO~ T~ THE F~EESTRfA~ ~s I~CQEMENTED av o.OOSA~O 
C••~••AGAI~THE EQUATION OF MOTION OF THE DROP· IS SOLVED TO DETERMINE 
C•••••THE ~EW IMPACT POSITION aN THE SURFACf OF THE AIRFOIL 
11 YO=Y0•0.005 
GO TO l 
12 WRITE(6.13) R,x,v 
13 FO~MlT(/50Xt'RAI~OROP FALLS IN THE -Ye Y AXIS REGION't 
&/50x,·~ADIUS='•F6.41ZXt'X=··Fs.4,•v=•tF8.~) 
14 STOP 
ENO 
C•••••SUBROUTINE MAPPl~I USES THE INVERSE JOUKOWSKY T~ANS~ORMATION Tu 
C••$•• MAP THE RAIN ~~OP POSITIO~ IN THE AIRFOIL PLANE T~ TH~ CYLINO~R 
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C•••••PLANE ANO RETURNS TH~ VELOCITY OF Al~ AT THE SAME POINT IN THE 
C•••••AIRfOIL PLANE 
SUBROUTINE HAPPl~(X,Y,Uf,yF,C,B,YPl,XPt,Ul) 
COMPLEX c1,z,zP1,z3,z~,zs,z9,z1z,z10,z13,z11,zzo,z21 
Cl=CMPLX(OeOtleO) 
!Pl=CMPlX(XPl,YPl) 
Z=CMPLX(XtY) 
Zl=Z••Z 
z~=z1-1t.o•e••2 
YTE'KP=AI,..AG(Z4J 
lf (X.LT.o.o .A~D. YTEMP.GE.O.O) GO TO 1 
If(X.~E.o.o .ANO. YT~~P.Gc.O.O) GO Tn 2 
If(X.LT.o.o .A~O. YTEHP.LT.O.O) GO TO 3 
IF(X.~E.o.o .A~O. YT~~P.LT.O.O) GO TO 4 
1 ZS=CABS(Z4) 
Z6=SQRT((Z5+~EAL(Z4))/Z.O) 
Z7=SORT((l~-REAL(Z4))/2.0) 
ZB=C~PU~ (Z6tZ7) 
Z9=l-Z'J 
Z6l=RE,l(Zq) 
.! 71 = l P•A G ( Z 9 ) 
CALL Vtl(XtYtZ6l.Z7ltUF,VFtXol,YPltCtUltB) 
t;Q TO 5 
Z Z2~00=-CA9S(Z4) 
Z l O= S·JRT ( ( Z2 ~OO+R Ell ( Z4)) / 2. 0) 
Zll=SQRT((Zl50a-~EAL(Z4))/Z.~) 
!lZ=CMrLX(ZlOtZllJ 
Z 13= i~• Zl Z 
!1251=R£•l(Zl3) 
Zlll=AIHAG(ll3) 
CALL VEl(XtYtZ125l1Zlll1UFtVF,XPl1YPltCtUlt3) 
';Q TO '5 
3 Zl3l=CA3S(!4) 
Zl4=SQRT((Zl3l•REAL(Z4))/2•0) 
Zl5=S~~T({!l31-R~Al(Z4))/2•0) 
Zlb=C~PLX(Zl41-Zl5) 
Zl7=Z-Zl6 
Z151=~£AL(Zl7) 
Zl6l=AHUG(Zl7) 
CALL ~~l(XtYtZ15ltZ16ltUF,vF.x0 1,YP1,c.u1,e) 
GO TO t; 
4 Z l'"' l =CABS ( Z 4) 
!18=SQRT(lZ17l+R~Al(!4))/L•0) 
Zl~S~RT((Zl~l-MFAL(Z4))/Ze0) 
ZZC=CMPLX(Zl!,-Zl9) 
Z2l=Z•Z20 
Z 1131 =Rf AL ( Z Z 1 ) 
l Z 01 =At fit AG ( l 21) 
CALL VEL(XtYtll8ltZ20ltUF,VftX?ltY?ltCtUltB) 
5 ~ETURN 
ENO 
C•••••SUBROUTINE VEL C~MPUTES THE VELOCITY OF AIP. IN THE CYLINOcP 
C•••••PLANE AT THE POl~T GIVEN BY SUBROUTINE MAPPI~ ANO USES 
C•••••JOUKO~SKY TRANSFOR~ATIQN TO COMPUTE THE VELOCITY OF AIR 
C•••••AT THE tOR~ESPONOING POINT IN THE AIRFOIL PLANE 
SUBROUTINE VEl(XtYtZPXtZPYtUftVftXPltYPltCtUlt9) 
COMPLEX ZtZPtZPP 9 ZP1 1 FTERMtSTERMtTTERMtFOTER~tflTERMtSITERM 
Z=CMPlXlXtY) 
ZPl=CMPLX(XPl,YPl) 
ZP=~~PLX(ZPX,ZPY) 
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ZPP=ZP-lPl 
FTER~=ZP**2 
STERM=(FTERM/(FT~R~-~**Z)) 
TTER~=ZPP••z 
FOTcRM=(C**2)/TTFRM 
FITcRM=l-FOTER~ 
SITE~M=FITER~•STERM 
Uf=REAl(Ul•SITER~) 
VF=-AI~AG(Ul*SITER~) 
RETURN 
ENO 
C•••••SUBROUTINE KUTTA USES A ~OURTH ORDER RUNGE-~UTTA M~THOO TO 
C••~••SOLVE THE Ol~fERENTlAL EOUATIO~ltOEVELOPED FOR THE ~OTION OF 
C•••••THE ~AINOROP 
suqKOUTINE KUTrA(XtYtUtVtTtHtFltFZ,XPltY?l) 
COMMO~ XX(2500)tYY(2500)tAt0tA"1.JtRHOBAP,PI,vT,uF,vF,G,c,R,Ult 
tlPHi(Z~JO)tS(l25l)tGX(l25l)tGY(lZSl)tA~GLE(lZ51) 
OlX=H*U 
QlY=H*V 
~lU=~*Fl(XtYtU,VtT) 
DlV=H•~2(XtYtUtVtT) 
DZX=H•(U+OlU/2.0J 
~ZY=H*(~+DlV/Z.OJ 
XZ=X•OlX/ZeO 
YZ=Y•~lY/ZeO 
CALL MlPPI~(XZtY21UFtVF1Ct~tYPl1XPltUl) 
02U=H~Fl(X•OlX/2.0tY+01Y/2.0tU+Dl~/2.0tV•OlV/Z•OtT•H/2) 
~ZV=H•Fl(X•JlX/2.0tY•~lY/2.0tU•JlU/Z.OtV+OlV/ZeOtT•n/Z) 
03X=~*(U•U2U/2e0) 
OJY=~•(V+OZV/2.u) 
X3=X+02X/Z.O 
YJ=Y•02Y/Ze0 
CALL ~APPl~(X3tY3,UF,VF,(,9,YPltXPltUl) 
OJU=H~Fl(X•~ZX/2eOtY+C2Y/2.0tU•02U/2eOt~•DZV/2e0tT+H/Z) 
nJV=H*~2(X+OZX/2eOtY•OZY/l•OtU+JZU/2•0tV•OZV/2•0tT•H/2) 
n~X=H~(U•D3U) 
D~Y=H•(V+~lY) 
X4=X+03X 
Y~=Y+03Y 
CALL HAPPl~(X4tY41UftVF1Ct81YPlt~PltUl) 
D~U=H•Fl(X+03XtY•D3YtU•03UtV•03~tT+HJ 
D4V=H*F2(X+OJXtY•03YtU+03UtY+03VtT+H) 
T=T+H 
X=X+(OlX•2eO*OZX+Z.0*03X+04X)/6.0 
Y=Y+(01Y+2.0*02Y•l•O*C3Y+04YJ/6e0 
U=U+(OlJ•z.o•OZU•l.0*03U•D4U)/6.~ 
V=V+(Olv•z.0•02v•2.o•D3V•D4VJ/~.o 
~ETURN 
~hO 
FUNCTION FX(XtYtUtVtT) 
COMMO~ XX(Z500)tYY(2~00)tAt0tANUtRHO~APtPI.VT1Uf1YF,G,c,e.u1. 
£APHI(25~0)tS(lZ5l)tGX(125l)tGY(l251)tANGLE(lZ51) 
UR=UF-U 
WR=SQRT((UF-U)**2•(~-V)**2) 
FX=A•UO•CO(WR)*WR 
RETURN 
ENO 
FUNCTION FY(XtYtUtVtT) 
COMMON XX(2500)wYY(2500)1AtOtANUtRHO~ARt~ItYT,UftYF1CtCtRtUlt 
t~PHI(Z~OO)tS(lZ51)tGY.(125l)tGY(l25l)tA~GLE(1251) 
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VR=V~-V 
WR=SQRT((UF-U)**2•(VF-V)**2) 
fY=-G•A•VR•CO(WR)•WR 
RETURN 
~NO 
(*****FUNCTION CO ESTl~ATES THE DRAG COEFFICIENT ON TH~ OROP BY UStNG 
C****•THE CURVE FIT DEVELOPED ~y MORSltALEXANOER. 
FUNCTION CO(V) 
COMMON XX(2500)tYY(2500)tA•OtANUtR~u9AR,PI,vT,UftYF,G,c,~,Ult 
,.PHl(2500)tS(l25l)tGX(l251),GY(l251)tANGLE(l251) 
RE=AS~(V)*O/ANU 
C PRINT,RE 
If (RE.E~.o.o) CX=o.o 
If (RE.GT.o.o.A~O.RE.LE.O.l) CX=24.0/PE 
lf(RE.GT.O.l .ANO. RE.LEeleO) CX=(Z2.73/RE)+(0.0903/RE**Z)+3.69 
If(~E.GT.1.o.A~O.RE.l~.10.0) CX=(zq.lbb7/RE)-(3.86~9/RF*~2)+1.ZZ2 
lf(Rc.GT.10.0.ANO.RE.LE.100.o)Ci=(~6.5/RE)-(ll6.67/R~•~2)+0.6167 
lf(RE.Gr.100.o.A~O.RE.LE.lOOO.O)CX=(qB.33/RE)-(2778/RE•~Z)•0.3~44 
IF(Rf.GT.lOOO •• ANO.RE.LEe5000.)CX=(l48.62/RE)-(4•75E04/k~**2)••357 
IF(RE.GT.SOO~ •• A~O.RE.LE.lOOOO.)CX=(-4q0.546/RE)+(57.87E04/RE•*2) 
' •0.47 
If(RE.GTelOOOO •• AND.~E.LE.~OOOO.)CX=(-1662.5/RE)+(5.4167~0~/RE*~2) 
' •0.5191 
CO=CX 
C PRINT,CO 
~tTU~N 
=No 
C••*·~~UNCTI~ T~MVEL ESTl~ATES TH~ TE~MINAl v=LQCITY OF THE RllNuROP 
FUNCTION TPMVEL(~) 
CO~MON XX(Z500)tYY(2500JtAtD•ANUtR~uBAR1PI1YT1Uf,VF1GtCtB1Ult 
t1PH1(2500),S(l25l)•GX(l25l)tGY(l25lj,A~GLE(l251) 
=x=(D*l000/0e895)**1•147 
TR~VEL=9.58*(l-EXP(-~X)) 
RETJRN 
ENO 
c••~·~suBROUTINE SEAPCH DETECTS TH~ POINTOF IMPACT OF THC ~AINDROP 
C••~·~nN THE uPPfR SURF~CE OF THE AIRFOIL 
SU8RQUTINE SEAPCH (x,v.x1,v1,e1.~.t,OT) 
COMMON ~~(l500),YY(l500)•AtDtA~U.RHOBA~t~I.vT,UF.vF,GtCt9tUl. 
'APHl(l500)tS(lZ5l)tGX(lZ5l)•GY(lZ5l)tA~Glt(lZ51) 
OT=u.00005 
ANG=(ATAN(Y/X))*l80/Pl 
EPS=4.0•R 
EPSl=l.5 
If(XeLT.o.o -·~~.Y.CT.O.O) GO TO l 
IF(X.GT.o.o ·•~o.v.GT.o.o) GO TO l 
lf(XeLT.o.o .A~o.Y.LT.n.O) GO TO 4 
1 00 s l=ltb67 
OIFF=SCRT(X••Z+Y**Z) 
~RR=OIFF-S(I) 
ER~l=ANG-ANGLE(I) 
lf(AeS(ERR)elEeEPSeA~O.ABS(E~Rl)elE.EPSl) Bl=X•Y 
IF(Bt.NE.o.O) PRINTeI.eR~.ER~l 
IF(al.NE.o.o) GO TC z 
lf(Bl.~Q.o.o.A~o.1.E0.667) GO TO ~ 
5 CONTINUE 
3 ~O o l=b68tlZ51 
OIFF=SQRT(X•*2•Y•oz) 
~RR=OIFF-S(I) 
ERRl:ANG-ANGLE(I) 
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tf(A~S(E~R).LEecPS.AMO.A~S(E~Rl)eLE.EPSl) Bl=X*Y 
IF(cl.NE.o.o) ~RTNT,J,ER~.ERRl 
If (dt.N~.0.01 r,o TO z 
IF(Bl.Ew.o.o.A~O.I.E0.1251) r,o TO 4 
6 CONTINUE 
Z X l =G X (I) 
Y l =G Y ( t) 
4 RETURN 
!:NO 
SENTRY 
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SJOB :GA~AlA~,T=25 
C•••••CALCULATION OF THE THICKNESS OF THE WATERFIL~ USINC. TH~ 
C•~q•*FINITE OIFFE~E~CE FO~M OF THE TWO PHASE ~OUNOA~Y LAVER 
C••••·~~UATIONS 
c 
C•*~*•INIT!AlIZATION A~D DATA INPUT 
~tll NUMERtNUH~Rl,NUME~ZtNUH~Rl,~UME~~tNUMER5,~U~ER6t~JHER7 
~EAL ~UMERA1~~E~B,~M~RC1~UMc~OtNUHER~1NU~ERF1NUHERG1~UMERH 
OIME~SION XX(3000jtYY(3000)•~P~I(3000)tGX(l50l)tGY(l501) 
,,TX(lSOl)1TY(l~ul)tX~(l50l)tAkSl(lZ45)tXCOR(l2~5),YC~R(lZ~5)t 
t~ETA(lZ~5)tA~GlE(lZ~5)•VE(3000)tVEL(l245)1SOURCE(l2~5)tEHTl(401) 
Dl~E~SIJN VGRAO(lZ45)tUOLOW(35t40l)tVOLDW(35t40l)tU(40l)t 
tUNE~W(35t401)1VNEWW(351~0l)1UOlOl(JSt4Cll1VOLOA(35t40l)t 
'UNFWl(35t401)1VNEW•(35t40l)tDELT~L(35)tOELTNU(35),C(40lt4)t 
£VMOLW(35t401}1VM~UW(lS1401)1VMOLA(35.40l)tY"~Ul(35t401)1 
tV(l5~lltSLOPE(ll4S)tUO(l245)•VO(l245) 
~l~cNSION u1nL1W{3~t40l)tUlOLDA(35t40l}tY10LW(35.40l)t 
f. V l OL ~ ( 3 5 , 't 0 l ) 
CO~PLEX c1.z,z1,zz.ZPl 
'1KSI =O.CJf'.'S 
'=TA=O.O 
ETAia.IF=l0.00 
')ETA=u.025 
N=4l 
1ETA=40l 
RHOA=leZ041 
AMU4= l '3. l 7E-6 
ANUA=l.506E-5 
~HOW=9qs.z 
AMU.t=l0.03E-4 
ANUfl=lC.05E-l 
XE=.'Ju0005r)Q'l 
I FPR T= lJ 
IT=lO 
C•****!~PUT THE JMDI~GEM~~T FACTOR O~T~l~~~ ~R~M T~E TR~J~CTORY 
C•**$*ANAlYSIS 
DO ZOO I=ltIT 
~EAD(5tZOl) 9ET~(l) 
Z C 1 F OP PO T{ F 5 • Z) 
C t;O TO ZOO 
C ZCZ qtTA(I)=0.1 
ZOO CONT t ·~UE 
C••o•*CO~JSTRUCTION OF JOUK~~SkY AIRFryil 4NO THE POTENTIAL FL~~ V~LOCITY 
C••••~9ISTRI~UTION o~ TH~ SURFACE Of THc A!~FOIL 
CI=C~PLX(O•O•l•O) 
l=0.279365'513 
9=C.25 
u1=;0.o 
YPl=OeO 
XP1=-0e0?8q65513 
ZPl=CM~LX(KPltYPl} 
P1=4•0*ATA~(le0) 
OPHI=t>l/1500 
APHI ( 1 )= O.O 
0 0 Z 00 I = 1 • 1 Z 4 '> 
IF(leGT.30) CO TO 202 
'JO l 1-=ltlOOO 
1 APHl(l)=APHl{l-l)•OP~I 
')Q z l=lt3000 
Zl=A•CEXP(Cl•APHI(l)) 
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Zl=ZZ•ZPl 
Z=Zl•B**Z/!l 
XX(L)=REAL(l) 
YY ( L) = .ll ~AG ( ! ) 
lf(leEQ.l) GO TO 4 
W=CA9S((le0-(A/ZZ)••Z•CI*Z*YPl/Z2)) 
~=CA~S((l.~-(D/:l)*02)) 
O=W/~ 
VE(ll=~Ul 
GO TO Z 
4 WRITE(6t~) APHT(l) 
5 FOR~AT(zx,·v~L~ClTY ~OT OETEQMtNED AT TRAILING EDGCtANGLE=•,Fa.4) 
VE(L)=O.O 
Z CONTINUt 
c•·~··~EASSIGNMENT OF AROAYS CONSISTING ~F T~E AIRFOIL SURFACc 
coo~•~COOROl~ATES 
DO 6 I=l.1501 
K=l501-l•l 
GX(K)=XX(l) 
GY(K)=YY(I) 
V(K)=VE(I) 
o CONTt:.UE 
OIFF=A~S(GX(l)-O.O) 
"lO 7 I=l.1501 
GX(l)=GX(l)•OIFF 
GY (l ):r,y (I) 
1 CONT INUc 
c•~~~•SEARCti FnR PIJI~TS LY!Nf- QN THE S1JRFA(c OF TH'= Al~FGIL.THE 
C•O$••iISTANCE B~T~E~~ THE PO!~T5 IS APP~JXI~ATELY 0.005 
XB(l)=O.O 
~ C OK ( l ) = G X ( l ) 
YCOR(l.)=GY(~) 
'.)CJ a J=~.1c:o1 
8 X3(J)=~8(J-l)+S.OT((~X(J)-~X(J-l))~~?•(GY(J)-GY(J-1) )**i) 
·~ l = 2. 
J= l 
K=2 
4KSI (1 )= XS(l) 
V El ( 1) =V ( l) 
q TiMP-::.(~(J) 
... c"°'Pl=X8(t.1) 
TE~? Z=G-. ( t-. l) 
'r'EV.P3=GY (Nl) 
VTE'M 0 =V(Nll 
OIFF=TcMPl-TC:M=» 
~PS=lSS(OIFF-0.005) 
IF(~~S(EPS)elE.O.OOJ~) A~S!(K)=TE~0 1 
If(AqS(cPS).tE.0.0005) Y~L(K)=VT~Mo 
lf(A~S(EPS).LE.0.0005) XCO~(K)=TE"PZ 
tF(A~S(cPS).LE.o.ooos) YCOP.(K)=TEMDJ 
If(A~S(t 0 S).tE.o.o~O~) K=K•l 
If(A~S(~PS).LE.0.0005) J=Nl 
IF(Nl.EJ.1501) GO TO 10 
~l=Nl•l 
r,o TO 9 
10 K:l(-1 
ANGltE(l)=O.~ 
00 11 Kl=ZtK 
SLOP~(Kl)=(YCC~(~l)-YCOR(Kl-1))/{XC~P(~l)-XCOR(Kl-1)) 
4NGLE(Kl)=ATlN(SLOPE(Kl)) 
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11 CO~TINU~ 
:JO=SO.O 
C•~••~ASSIGN THc vcLiCtTY CO~PON[NTS O~ TH~ OROP JY USING TH~ RcSULTS 
C•••••~F TRAJ~CTORY ~NALYSIS 
DO zt;o J=l•K 
UO(J)=49e9 
250 VO(J)=-5.5 
C•*••o~ONOIHENSIONALIZAT!O~ 
RHOO=RHOA 
~NUO=ANUA 
U1UO=A~UA 
CHORD=GX(l~Ol)-GX(l) 
REO=~nOO•uO•CHJR~/AHUO 
~HOAN=~l10A/RHOD 
l HUA N= AM UA/ A ~LIJ 
U-4UA ~.:AN U A/ A NUO 
~HC'.t~RtiOW/R~Or:J 
4 MU .. ~= AMUW/A ~uo 
lNU-''l=ANU'-1/ANUO 
UINFN=Ul/UO 
ljQ lJ J=lt'< 
UO(J)=UD(J)/UO 
VD(JJ-='ID(J)/IJO 
13 VEL(J)=V~l(J)/JO 
C *****C ALCUl.lT IO~ OF T~E QUA~lTT T! ES D cR TA PH ~'G TO ')RCJPS t.~ THC: 
C•#~~•INTcRFACE CJ~DTTiu~S 
~O 14 J=-:!tK 
~ETA (J )=~ETA ( Jl *S~~ T ( R~O) *0 HO•'l*Ul ~F~~U E 
S 0 UR C t. ( J ) = ~ E TA ( J ) * ( U ') ( J ) ~ C. 0 S ( A '! G L E ( J ) ) • V 0 ( J ) ~ S ! N { A'! G l = ( J ) ) ) 
c PRt~T,J,~ETA(J)tSOURCE(J) 
14 CONTINUc 
C••••~CALCULATION ~F VELOCITY GRADIE'IT O~ AIR AT T~~ SU~FACE JF TH~ 
C•~•*•AIRF01lt~BTATN'.D FRO~ POTc~TIAL FL~W 
Vl=VEl(3) 
Xl=A'<.il(3J 
V2=V~l(l) 
XZ=AK.il(l) 
VEL(K•l)=VEL(K-2) 
AKSI(~•l)=AKSI{K-~) 
t'O 15 I= l t K 
V3=Vl 
XJ=Xl 
Vl="Z 
X l=X Z 
V2=V~L(f<-Z) 
If(IeLT.~) VZ=VEL(I•l) 
X2=•KSJ(l•l) 
CACT=(X3-Xl)/(X2-Xl) 
VuRA~(I)=((VZ-Vl)*FACT-(VJ-Vl)/FACT)/(XJ-XZ) 
C PRINT1ItVEl(l)•VftRAO(l) 
15 CONTlt-.Ut 
C•$v••INITIAL GUESS FQ~ THE THICKNESS OF THE WAT~RcILM 
00 z~o J=ZtIT 
OELTOL(J)=0.173Z6139q 
2 30 CONT IN Uc 
(•$·•~INCO~P~RAT~ THE ~O-SLIP ~OUNOA~Y c~~ryITION A! THE SURFAC~ nf 
C•$•••Ttif AIRFOIL 
J=l 
EHTA(J)=O.C 
DO 16 I=ltIT 
95 
U Ol JW ( T 1J)=O•0 
UNEwW(t1J)=O.O 
VOliJW(ltJ)=O.O 
Vt-.':fliW( t,J)=OeO 
VM~i.Jtil' ! t J) = 0 • 0 
VM'.'.lLW( !tJ)=O.O 
VHNUA(I,J)=O.O 
V MOL A ( ! , J) = 0 • 0 
16 CO~ITINUC: 
C*****INITIALIZE VflryClTY CO~PON~NTS OF AI~ ANO WATER 
OU 161 I =Z, IT 
f)Q l.61 J=2tIFTA 
U r-. F 1111 \ii ( h J ) = 0 • 0 
VOLOW(ItJ)=O.O 
v:,Elf',,l( I, J) =o.o 
IJ Ol D l ( T, J ) = 0 • C 
U~F.-A(!tJ)=O.O 
VOLJA(ItJ)=O.O 
'/~E..JA( !eJ)=O.O 
~HTA(J)=FHTA(J-l)+ryETA 
C PRINT,J,~HTA(J) 
161 CONTI NUC: 
U(l)=O.O 
(•$~t1~TNCDRPCRAT~ THE 0 0U tmAQY CONOITIJN AT IN~INITY FrR ~!R 
')O 17 t=z,n 
UOLJA(!,JETA)=Vcl(IJ 
UNE~l(ItlETA)=VEL(T) 
C PRL-4Tt!tVEL(!J 
l7 C: Ot'H T NU£ 
C•*OOa:s(H0JS2 AN YNlTIAl SUTIU~I ~wAY FRO~ THC: STAGNATION POl~T ;.~rn 
C•~*$*ASSU~i ~ LINEA~ PR~FIL~ FOR ~HE Cu~PON[~T OF VfLOCITY ~LONG 
co~~•$THE SJPFAC~ OF THE AYRFO!L 
!=10 
It:TAl=H:TA-l 
~ 0 l ~ J= Z t IE!' Al 
If (J-N)260t260tZ61 
2e0 UOlJW(ItJ)=U~l~A(ltI~TA)•cHTA(J) 
tf (JeNE.N) ~~ TJ lq 
UOLJA(TtJ)=U~Lr~(l•J) 
t,C Tf1 lU 
261 UGLDA(ItJ)=UOL~~(ItN) 
18 CONT I ~'JE 
C**~**CALC~LATE THE •v• ~RJM THE CONTINUITY ~QUATION 
~u ZZ J=ZtIE,.A 
IF(J-i~l l91lq1~l 
lq VOluW(Y.J)~voL1w(I1J-ll 
C ?RINT.I,J1UOLOW(~tJ)•VOL~W(l1J) 
IF(J.N~.N) G~ TO 22 
VulDA(ltJ)=(9ETA(I)/~HOA~)•(RHOwN/RHOA~)•VOLOW(ItN) 
C PRINT,t1J1UOLOl(TtJ)tYOLOA{l1J) 
GO TO Z2 
21 VOlOA(ltJ)=V~lryA(l•J-1) 
C ?RINTtI•JtUOLOA(I1J)•VOLOA(ltJ) 
ZZ CONTINUE 
JCOUNT=O 
C•••*•START ITERlT!O~ AT l~ITIAl STATION.L!MIT ITc~ATIONS TJ )0 
100 ICOUNT=ICOUNT•l 
tf(ICOUNT .EO.~O) ~O TO 35 
C•••OO~ETUP THf TRlD'AGJ~Al ~·T~IX ACCORDI~~ TO TH~ FI~ITc OIF~E~E~~r 
C•*••~FO~M OF TH~ ~Q~ATIONSt~OT CONTAINI~G·KSI•OERAVATIV~S 
96 
no zr; J=ZtlETAl 
If (JecO.~J GO TQ 23 
lf (J.GT.~) GO TO 24 
ll={~clTOL(l))*(OETA*~Z) 
AZ=A~UWN/Al 
A3=VnL~~(l•J)/(Z.O*O~Tl) 
((Jtl)=A'!•A3 
C(Jt2)=-Z.O•ANU~~/Al 
C(Jt3)=A2-A3 
C(Jt4)=-VGRAD(I)•VEL{ll*~HOA~*iEtTOL{l)/RHO~~ 
GO T'J 25 
2~ CJll -=ANUWN/A 1 
~JllA=VOlOW(ltJ)/(2.0•0ETA) 
CJlZ=CJl 1-CJ lll 
CJl3\=l.0•~=TA*JfLTOl(I)*CJ12 
CJl:>=CJl l•CJlll 
CJ13=-AMU~~o(Jl5/CJ13A 
CJ14A=AMU~~/(2.0~DETA*DELTOL(l)) 
~Jl4=CJ1~-CJ14~ 
C(J11J=CJ14 
CJ2l=R~O~N•vnL~A(ltJ} 
CJZZ=R~O~N~vnl~~(I.J) 
A4=ANuA.\/A l 
~5:VOLCA(ItJ)/{2.o•o~TA) 
•6=l.Q$((D~LTOL(!))*e2)0(0~TA~*3) 
• 7 = 2 • J *A "HJ A. N I A 6 
Ao=A4+l5 
l 'r- A ,,U A,_.* A 7 /AB 
CJ?3=Aq 
Al0=2.0• l~U~t l/A6 
lll=ANU•N/Al. 
AlZ=VJL)W(I,J)/(Z.c~~cT~) 
A l3=All-Al2 
CJ2~~4MUWN~A10/Al3 
C(J,2j=CJ21-CJZZ•CJ2~+CJ24 
CJ3l=-AMUA~/(Z.u~C~Tl*DfLT~L(I)) 
CJ32=A4-A5 
':J33=A4+A5 
CJ15=CJ3l•(CJ32•CJ3l/CJ33) 
C(J,Jj:CJ35 
CJ36=VG~AC(l)~VEL(l)*A~U~NeRHUlN~DfLTOL(I)/(~HO~N~(Jl2) 
CJ~7=VGRAO(l)•VEL(l)•A~UAN"D~LTOL(1)/CJ3~ 
tJ3d=CJ36+CJJ7 
C(Jt4)=SOU~CE(I)•(CJ~8/(2.0•CETA*DFLTQL(!))) 
~O TD ?.5 
24 Al4=JiiUA~/Al 
~l5=VulJ•(ItJ)/(2.0*'c~A) 
C (Jt l)=A 14•A 15 
C(JtZ)=-2.0•AN~A~/(D~LTOL(l)*(~ETA**2)) 
C (Jt 3)=Al4-A15 
C(Jt4)=-VG~A~(I)*VEL(lJ•DELTDL(l) 
25 CONTI~Ut: 
C*****lNCORPORAT~ ~O~NOA?.Y CONOITIOhS 
C(2t~)=C(2t4)-C(Ztl)*UNEWw(ltl) 
C(2tl)=u.o 
C(IETAlt~)=C(IETAl•~)-C(tETAltl)*VEl(I) 
C(IETAltl)=O.O 
C ~O Z35 J=Z•I~TAl 
C 23~ PRt~T,J,C(Jtl)•C(JtZ)tC(Jt~)tC(Jt4) 
C*****SOLVE THE TRIOIAGO~Al ~ATRIX BY THOMAS ALGORITHM 
97 
CALL TRIO(C1U1!ETAl) 
')Q Z7 J=2,tETA1 
Tf (J.GT.~) GO TO Z6 
tF(J.fQ.N) U~EWA(l•J1=U(J) 
!J NE w W ( I• J) = U ( J) 
C ~RtNT•ItJtUN~w,(ItJ) 
';Q TO 27 
26 ~NEWA(ItJ)=U(J) 
C PRINT1l1J1UN~Wl(TtJ) 
27 CONTINUE 
If((ICOUNT/IFPRT1*IFPRT .NF.. ICOUNT) ~O TO 500 
PRINT, IC.'JU'iT 
C ~O 327 J=2tl~Tll 
C tf(J.GT.N) GO TO 3l6 
C PRt~T1l1JtUNEWW(!1J) 
C GO TO 3~ 1 
C 3Z6 PRI~T,J,J,UN:W~(ltJ) 
C 327 CONTINUE 
c•••••CALCUllTE •v" ~ROM THE CONTINUtTY ~~UATIO~ 
500 00 JO J=21IcTA 
IF(J.cC.1) V~NUW(l1J)=VNf•W(l1J) 
If(J-Nl za,zq,29 
28 V~f~W(ltJ)=VNEW.C(ItJ-l) 
c ~RINTtICOU~r.1.J,V~EWw(ltJ) 
VMNUW(l1J)=VNEW~(I•J) 
lf (J.NF.N) GO TQ 30 
VN~"A(ItJ)= (8~TA(T)/R~OAN)•(RHOWN~V~EWW(l1J)/RHOA~j 
C ~RJNT,JC~U~TtltJtV~EWA(ltJ) 
VMNUA(T,J)=VNEWA(ltJ) 
GO TO JO 
29 VNEwA(ltJ)=VNE~A(I1J-l) 
C ?RI~T1ICOU~TtltJ1V~EWA(ltJ) 
VMNUA(ltJ)=VNEWA(ItJ) 
30 CONTINUE 
C•*~*•CALCUL~T~ TrlE ~E~ ~llM TYICK~ESS f~O~ THE !~TE~FAC~ ~O~L~TUM 
C •*~6 •E ~l!A TI ON 
~U~cOA=2.o~•NUW~ 
~U~ERB=V~EW~(It~)~OELTOL(I)*OETA 
~UMERC=NU"~RA-~U~fQB 
~UME~l=4.06•~UftN/NUM'.:RC 
"W"'1ER l= ( NUUE ~A•NlJME R!') /( NU'1E~A-NlH1~R9) 
NUME~O=Z.O•ANUAN 
~?UMc~t=VN£WA (I,~) *"EL TIJL (I} *"'ET" 
~UME ~.l= ( 4. C• AMJA \J) / ( 'W~ERO+ NUM~R C:) 
~U~E~4=(NU~ERO-NU"ERE)/(~U~EPO+NUH~R~) 
~U~t:PF=-CJ36 
~U~i~H=AMUWN$(~U~E~l•UNEWM(l1N}-~U~iqz•u~EW~(l•~-l)-UN~~W(l1~-l) 
t -CJ36) 
~U~E~S=~UM~RH/(ZeO•OETA) 
NU~E~G=A~U~N~(U~E~A(YtN•l)-~UHER3*UN~~-(ItN)+NUHER4•UNEW~(TtN+l) 
' ·~Jll) 
NU~cRo=NUM~RG/(Z.O•OETA) 
NUMER=NU~E~5-~U~~R~ 
OENuH=-RHOA~*U~tWA(ItN)•VNEWl(ltN)•R~OW~~U~EWW(ltN)•VN~wW(ItN) 
£ •SOUKCE(IJ 
DELTNU(l)=~U~E~/rE~O~ 
C•~***COM?ARE THe VALUCS OF PR~SEhT tT~RATtON TO THAT OF P~cVIOUS 
C*****I TER l TTON 
SUM=O.O 
SU"l=J.O 
98 
su~z=o.o 
SU"l=J.O 
00 31 J=ZtN 
SUM=SU~+VN~WW(ItJ) 
SU~l=SU~l•YOLD~(ltJ) 
SU~l=SUHZ+u~=w~(ltJ) 
SUMl=SUMJ+UOLO~(l•J) 
31 CONT I ;~UE: 
su..,>=o.u 
SUMb=O.O 
SU ... 7=0.0 
SUM8=0.J 
no 32 J=N,tETA 
su~5=SVM5+VN~WA(ItJ) 
·suMb =St.JM 6+ VO LOA ( t t J) 
su~7=5UM7+UN~WA(!tJ) 
SUM8=SUMS+UOLOl(I1J) 
32 CONTINUE 
no J3 J=1,-. 
UOLJW(ItJ)=U~EW~(ltJ) 
VOLDW(:,J)=l~EW~(ltJ) 
VM1LW(ItJ)=V~NJR(ltJ) 
33 CO~TTNUE 
") 0 J ~ J= N , t t: TA 
IJOLJA( ItJ)=U~E~A( I.J) 
V 0 l Q A ( I t J ) = V 'IE ·4 ..\ ( I , J ) 
VMOLA(ItJ)=Y~NU~(ItJ) 
34 CONTINUE 
~PS= Su~l-SU"1 
EPSl=SUMZ-~U"'3 
~PSJ=SUf15-c;UMb 
EPS-t=SUM7-SUM8 
cps5=~~LTNU(!)-D~LfOL(T) 
PR!NT,1cnuNTtfDSl1EPS4tEPS~.~ElTNU(l)tOELT~L(I) 
C****~!F TH~ COM 0A~ISION IS 5ATl~FIE01PRiCEiD TO T~E ~cxr STlTIO~ 
C•*q.**ALO.~G TnE CiU~FACE '1f THE A!RFOIL.IF ~QT,ITER1'T~ .!GAIN 
!f(A9S(SUM-SU"1l)elc.~.Ol .AN"• AaS(~tHitZ-S\J~J) eLE.O.Jl 
,.ANJ.A~S(SUM~-~UM6).LE.O.J .ANO. A8S(5UM7-~U~8)eLE.J.3 
&.ANJ.A~S(~~LTNU(T)-O~LTOL(T))·LE.0.005) GO Ta . 3S 
~ELT~l(I)=OELT~U(I) 
co ro too 
35 CONTINUt: 
PR J;~T, IC OU~T 
'lO 537 J=ZtIETl 
IF(J.GT.~l GO T~ >36 
PR!NTtl•J•UNEw~{ltJ) 
GO TO 537 
536 °RINT,!,J,UN~Wl(ltJ) 
537 CONTt~Uf 
'ELTOl(l)=DElT~U(l) 
c··~••AT T~E NEXT ST4T!O~tTO START THE ITERA~Io~s ASSU~f THc YALU~~ 
C•••••nF THE P~EVIOUS STATION AS AN INITIAL Gu~ss 
36 t=I• l 
~ELTOL(I)=~ELT~L(l-1) 
00 l 7 J= 1 t ~ 
YHOl.W(ItJ)=V~NU~(l-l•J) 
~Ol~W(l1J)=UNEW•(l-l•J) 
YHMUW(I1J)=V~Ol~(ltJ) 
U~E,W(ltJ)=UnL~•(l•J) 
C PRINTtltJtUOLD'{ltJ) 
99 
31 CONT!i'iUc 
DG 38 J=N,IETA 
VM~LA(ItJ)=V~NUA{l-ltJ) 
UOLD~(ItJ)=UNEWA(l-ltJ) 
VM~UA(!tJ)=V~OLA(ItJl 
UNE~A(ItJ)=UOL~A(ltJ) 
C PRI~T,J,J,UOLOA(ltJ) 
38 CONTYNUE 
O~lT~U(l):~ELTOl(l) 
UOLDA(ltIETA)=VEL(I) 
UNEMA(I1IETA)=VEL(~) 
I TER=J 
IP~T=l 
110 tTER=ITE~•l 
(•$·~•IF IT ts THE FIRST ITeP.ATIONtASSUME TH~ FILM THICK~cSS AT TH~ 
C•*•$•PR~YIOUS ITERATI~~ AS THf I~ITTAL GU~S~ 
lf(ITEP.~;.l) n~LTMU(l)=OELTOL(l) 
tF(ITcP.EQ.l) r,o TO 111 
C••~ft•CALCULATiuN OF THE N€• FILM THICKNcSS FROM THE INT~~FACE 
c •****~C'-12 NTUM c 'u l n 0~1 t A FT=~ THr: FI~ s T IT F. R~ TT o~· 
TEMPl=ry•~*(SOU~C;(t)•SOURCE(l-1)) 
T p• p 2 = ( A "9U w N !1'l ( ~ ~· f "~ ( t ' N ) -u ... E w M ( I ' N- l ' ) ) IDE TA 
TP'P~= AMUA~* ( U~£"'4 A (It N• l )-UNHtA {I ,•1)) /'J£T A 
rE~P4=(2·*~T[MPZ-T~MP)))/(ryELT~U(l)+ictTNU(l-l)) 
TE~P~=(~HO~~~V~NJW(l•N)~(U~EW~(ItN)•UN~~W(I-ltN)))/l• 
TEMP6=(~~QAN$V~NJA(ltN)*(U~EWA(lth)+UNf~A(!-lt~)))/2. 
~UME~=T~~Pl-T~~P4+:E~P5-TEMP6 
TEU?~=(J~EWW(I.N)+UN~WW(I-l.N))*$2 
TE~P~=~HO"'l•TE"P7 /4• 
Te-.P0:(:.1~E~A(ld) •L'~:WA(I-1 t~) )~*2 
T~~P10=RHOAN~T~~P9/4• 
~c~J~=Ti~P~-~£wpq 
:Jt:LPW(l )='JEL PtU( I-1). (O~. S!~'-'U~E~/Dc~:o ... ) 
o R I ~ T, ~ J ~ E R , j E"t a~ 
~RTNTtDElT~L(lltDElTNU(l) 
{f(ITEQ.~w.5} ~u T1 56 
(•••~•SETUP T~~ TRJOTA~..J~Al ~ATR!X,e~sr-o JPJ THC CRANt<-NICtHJLSON 
C•••••SCHE~~.FINIT~ ~IFFER~NCE EJUATIO~S INCLUO~ ~Kst• OF~l~ATivrs 
111 nu 41 J=2tT~TAl 
IF(J-.~) lt1.h4lt42 
40 AlNU=(ANU.-'1)/ 
L ( ( JS:T 4*~2 )*Z•* ( ( O~L TNlt( ! )+Del TNU ( T-1)) *'lrZ)) 
AlOL=(•~U~M)/ 
' ({OETA~*Z)•2.~((~ELTOL(J)•O~LTOL(I-l))*~Z)J 
3lNU={V~NUW(ltJ))/ 
& (~.O•Q~T4*(~~LT~U(l)+DELTNU(l-l))) 
~l~L=(VMryLW(t•J))/ 
£ (~.O•OcTA*(,ELTOL(IJ+OflTOL(l-1))) 
Cl~~=(EHTA(J)*(J~EW~(ltJ)•UN~WW(J-1,J)) 
t *(JELTNU(l)-~ELTNU(I-1)))/ 
' (16.•D~TA•~KSl*(OELTNU(l)+~ELT~U(l-l))) 
ClOl=(fHTA(J)*(J~lnW(l•J)+UOLD~(l-ltJ)' 
' *(OclTOL(l)-DELT~L(l-1)))/ 
& (16.•~ETA•OKSI•(~ELTOL(l)•~ELTOL(l-l))l 
rylN~=(l•~*lNUW~)/ 
' ((O~TA**Z)*((~ELTNU(I)+~ElTNU(I-lJ)**2)) 
DlCL=(l.~*ANUW~)/ 
& ((J~Tl•$Z)*((~fLTOL(l)+OELTOL(l-ll)**21) 
Al=AlOL•ll~U 
81=1HOL• ~l~U 
100 
C l=C lOL+ Cl 'YU 
0 l = D 1 Ol • 'H '~ u 
~l=(~N~~W(!tJ)•J~EWW(l-l•J)+UOlUW(ltJ)+UOLOW{l-l•J))/ 
t ( ~ • 0 ic- DK S I ) 
C(Jtl)=Al+~l-C.l 
t: (J, 2) =- N-~ 1 
C(J,3)=Al-Bl+Cl 
TE"'P=(-Al-~l+Cl)*(J~EWW(I-l•J-l)•UnLJW(ltJ-l)•UOLD~(l-l,J-1)) 
T£~~1=((Dl-£l)$(JN~~W(I-11J)+UaLOW(I-ltJ)))+((Ol•El)*UOLOW(ltJ)) 
TEMP2={-Al•31-Cl)*(U~EW~(l-11J+l)+UOLOW(ltJ•l)•UOLr~(l-ltJ+l)) 
TE"-P '3= (RHO •r-.111 ('I EL (I J + VEL ( 1-1) ) * ( Y~ A~ (I)+ VGR•O ( I-1)) ) / ( 't .•P.HO•.aN) 
C(Jr~)=TEMP+TE~Pl+TEMP2-Tc~Pl 
GO rr. 43 
41 Fl=(O~LT~U(Il+OELT~U(l-l)+~ELTOL(l)+DELTOL(I-l))/4•J 
G l ._ ~ U=V'4~WA (I•~) 
C lOL= 'l~O LA (It N) 
r,1=;;1:'4U+Gll1L 
y HHJ = ' ( u 'l = w A ( I • ro + :JN:: w ~ ( t -1 ' .. , ) ) 
' •(JCLTN~(I)-Q~LTNU(t-1)))/ 
& ( 8. v o DK 5 T ) 
~l~L=((J~l~A(lt~)+UOLJA(T-1,~)) 
& ~(Jr:LTOl(I)-JrLTJL(l-1)))/ 
~ (e.u~D'<ST) 
~-H=HlJL• Yl ~U 
o P~!..J= "M~ Uw flt N l 
0 Hll = v "O L .. (I • ~4) 
~l=PlJL•Pi'JU 
11NU=({J~EW~(It~)•J~r~w(I-lt~)) 
t *(JELTNU(l)-JfLT~U(I-1)))/ 
& (JKST) 
'H C'l = ( (JC L ')r'f ( I• .. q + U Ol JW ( T-1 t •i) ) 
~ *(.JCLTOL(T)-U'"LTJL(f-1)))/ 
t ( :I" ST l 
') l = J 1 J l • Q l llJ ~ 
llNU=(A i ,U_.'-~)/ 
t ( ( J ~ T .U * 2 ) * ~ • $ ( ( Df. l T NU ( t ) + D~ LT NU { T -1 ) ) * * 2 ) ) 
.\ l Ol = l ~ :Wk"~) I 
£ ((u=TA•*2)•~·$((0~LTOl(I)+O:L~Jl(I-l))~*i)) 
~l~u=(V•~u~(I,J)l/ 
t (Q•~~r,~T~$(1~LTNU(I)+OELT~v(l-l))) 
~l~L:(V~Ol~(TrJ))/ 
& (~.O~OtTA*(~ELTOL(l)+DELTJl(I-1))) 
c PHJ = (":HT A ( J , • ( :J \l E w w ( I • J) • u,. E ~ "" ( T -1 ' J , l 
t *(~tLT~U(I)-~ELT~U(l-lJ))/ 
t (16.•DcTA•,KSI*(~cLT~U(l)+~ElTNU(I-l))) 
c1nL~(FHTA(J)•(UOl~W{ltJ)+UCLC~(T-ltJ)) 
& *(~clTOL(l)-~ELT~L(l-l))l/ 
~ (16.$QfT'*nKSI*(DELTQL(l)+nELT,l(l-1))) 
~lNU=( t.r.*lNU"~lj/ 
t ((DrTA•~Z)*((DELTMU(l)+ryELT~U(l-l))e•Z)) 
OlOL=(l.~*•~UW~)/ 
' ((u~TA•$2)*((DELTOL(l)+~ELTOL(l-l1)•*~)) 
Al=AlJl+Al'iU 
Ql=810l•Ql'IU 
Cl=C llJl• CPhJ 
') 1=J1 OL • I) l 'hJ 
Fl=(UN~•W(TtJ)•U~EWW(l-l•J)+~CLJ~(t,J)+UaL~~(I-l•J)~/4~.~•~KSll 
42~u=(ANUA~)/ 
E. ( ( 0 ~ T A.* • Z ) • Z. ft ( ( 0 EL T "'lt ( I ) + u E LT NtJ ( ! -1 )l *tr Z ) ) 
AZOL= ( lNUA'f) I 
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£ ((~cTA**Z)*~•*((O~LTOL(I)+O~LTOL(l-l))**L)) 
~ZNU=(V~N~~(Y,J))/ 
' (~.ry•OETA*(JELT~U(I)+DElT~~(I-1))) 
~l~l=(VM~LA(ItJ))/ 
t (A.O•~~TA~(ryELT"L(l)+~ilT~L(I-l))) 
C2Nu=(fHTA(Jl*(U~EWA(ltJ)+UNE~A(!-1tJ)) 
t *(JELTNU(l)-~ELT~U(l-l)))/ 
t (16.•0ETA•~KSl*(DElT~(l)+OElTNU(l-l))) 
CZOL=(f.HTA(J)*(U~l~A(l•J)+UOLOA(t-1,J)) 
t $(~ELT~L(I)-~~LTOL(l-l)))/ 
' (l6.$ufTA•DKSl~(OcLTQL(l)+OELTDL(l-l))) 
J 2 ~ '. u = ( 1 • 0. A N IJ A~ J I 
t ((O~TA•~Z)*((~clT~U(l)+~ELT~~(I-l))**2)l 
"ZCL=(leO~ANUA~)/ 
£ ((JcT4•~l)*((~ELTQL(l)+~ELTOL(l-l))~*2)) 
Al=A2Jl+A2HU 
~~=37.:Jl•~2"JU 
CZ=C~Jl•Cl'IU 
!)Z=CJZOL•~z~u 
E 2 = ( UN'= .J A ( t t J ) •UN E ~ .\ ( I - l , J) + U 0 l 0 A ( T t J ) + U'J L 0 A ( I - 1t J ) } /( f • ~ * ') K S I } 
C(Jtl)=-c·~~~~~z.o•Al)/(4.i•(OETA~•Z)•(Al-~l+Cl)) 
T~~P4=Q~n·~~~l~(~l-Hl)/8. 
T~~P5=RH~~~~Fl~(Pl-~l)/8. 
TEM6=(AM~~N*(Ol•~l))/(4.0~(0~TA**2)*(Al-~l+Cl)) 
TE"7= ( U~UA'I* (0~ +~ 2) )/ ( {A~• 3.Z-C 2) t!4.Q$ ( 'JETA-tr*2}) 
C(Jt2)=TfM~4-T~MP5•T~M6+T£M7 
C(J,~)=-(AvUAN~2.•AZ)/(4.0*(~ET~•~?J$(A2+3?-C2)) 
TlMP7=(A~UW~~(~l-El))/(4.0~(SET~~~?)~(ll+Sl-Cl)) 
Ti:: .. p 8 = ( A ""U 6 ~' t.r ( "' - l? > ) I t 4. J. ('JET A~ a:a 2 ) • ( ~ z. J 2 -c 2 ) ) 
': 0 ':: F 1 = t J ~IE: W ~ ( I - l , ~ - 1 ) +UL L L :.i ( T , •I- l ) + U 0 L; w ( I - l • ~- l ) ) f'r ( - C ( J • l ) ) 
i: a c F 2 = c ( u, H: ~ " ( I -1 , ~ ) • u~ Lt') A ( 1 -1 , N J l * ( r P' Pc;- r P~ P 4- T £ ~ r> -r- T:: ~ P :i ) ) • 
c. (uOL"'A ( I.tn •( TFM 0 5-T'::M!>4-TCM6-T~U7)) 
C 0 E F ~ = ( u ~ E W ~ ( I - l , •, • l ) • ' I 0 l :: ~ ( I , '~ + 1 ) + J ".:' L !1 A ( I - l , ~ + l ) ) * ( - C ( J , 3 ) ) 
COEF4=(VEL(I)+1EL(l-l))*(VGR,G(l)•V~~A~(T-1),/4• 
~uEF5=(A~U"N"R~OAN)/(4.0•(~ETA$O?.)$RHJWN*(~l-al•Cl)j 
CC~F6=U4uA'l/{4·*( o=r~~·2 )~(A2+~2-C2)) 
~uEF7=CJff40(C1EF5•C~~F6) 
CQEFB=Fl~(~O~~C:(l)+SOURC~(l-1))/2• 
C(Jt')=COEFl+C~~Fl•C~ECJ+C~EF7+CQtFB 
GO TO 43 
42 ~Z~!U= ( ANUA•4) I 
t ((uFTl•*2)~2.•((0:LTNU(!j•O~LTNU(I-l))*e2)) 
l .2 r1L = ( A·, U• 'f) I 
t ((J~T-*$2l*2.$((0~LTOL(T)+O~LTOL(!-l))*~Z)J 
92NU=(V~NUA(ItJ))/ 
' ,~.o~tcT~•(~£LTNU(l)+DELTNu(l-l))) 
3ZnL=(V~~LA(ltJ))/ 
t (Q•O•OETA*(1ELT~l(l)+~ELTnL(l-l))) 
C2Nu=(rHTA(J)•(U~cWA(ltJ)•UN~W•(!-l,J)) 
t ~(~~LT~U(l)-1ELT~U(l-l)))/ 
t (l 6 • * ;J f TAO P)I( S I * ( t' El T NU ( I ) + CE l T NU ( I - l ) ).) 
CZ~L=(fHTA(J)*(UQL~A(l•J)+UOlOl(I-l1J)) 
t •(ryELT~L(I)-~ELTDL(I-1)))/ 
' (l6e*DET•*~KSI*(~ELTOL(l)•OELT~L(l-l))) 
~2NU=(l.O•ANUA~)/ 
£ ((J~TA••Z)*((,ElT~U(l)•nELTNU(l-l))**Z)) 
nZOL=(leO~~NUA~)/ 
' ((J~T-•*Zl•((OELT~L(I)•OELTOL(l-1))**2)) 
lZ=AZOl•A~"U 
SZ=5~0l•8Z"4U 
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C2=C2ul+C:Z~!U 
02=0?QL+Dl'-'U 
~ Z: ( u ~e .. l ( t. J j. u ~!EWA ( 1-1, J) +UOL L) l ( 1 'J). UIJL DA ( 1-1, J, j /(a.* o.c s I ) 
C(Jtl)=A?.•82-C2 
C ( J, 2) =- 0 2- E Z 
C (Je l)=AZ-~2•C? 
EHP=(-A2-B2+C2)~{U~EWA(l-ltJ-l)+UOLOl(!tJ-l)+UOLryA(I-ltJ-l)) 
~MPl=((D2-El)*(U~EWA(I-ltJ)+UOLJA(I-l,J))J•(UOLOA(TtJ)~(OZ+E?)) 
~M02=(-AZ+nz-t~>·<~NfW~(I-l,J•l)•UOL1A(ltJ+l)•UOLOA(t-l,J+l)) 
fMPJ=0.25~((VEL(l)+VEL{l-l))*(VG~AD(l)+VGRAD(I-l))) 
C(J141=~~P+cMPl+:M0 2-E~P3 
43 CONT!NUE: 
c••~••INCO~PORAT~ ~OJN~AQY cryNDITin~s 
C(2t4)=C(Zt4)-C(Ztl)~UNEWW(ltl) 
C{2tl)=O.O 
C(I£T~l,4)=C(I~T-lt4)-C(tETAlt3)*V~l(l) 
C(I.::TAlt'3)=0.0 
C••~e•sTOK~ TH~ ~RCVIJUS ITE~ATIQN ~lLU£S so THAT THF ~ONLINLAP 
C•&•••CO~FclCIENTS C&N 8~ IMPROV~O 
DO o'JO J-=ltI~T~ 
IF(J-N) 60lt60lt603 
~ 0 1 'J l ':" L 0 ~ ( l , J ) = '-' N '? w Iii ( ! , J ) 
VlDLW(!tJ)=V~~J~(ltJ) 
!F(JeN~.N) G~ TJ bOO 
~(.) u1nl'JA(l•J)=IJN~W~(!,J) 
ViCL!(!,J)=V~N~A(ItJ) 
Su 'J CON TI NUt. 
n~~L=ufl T~'J< Tl 
(q$o$*SOLvE TH~ TRtorAr,o~AL ~~T~!x EY TH~~~s ALGQR!THM 
CALL fDI~(C,U,!ciAll 
'.)Q :+5 J=ZtlcTAl 
IF(J.GT.N) GO TQ 44 
T F ( J • E 0. N ) IJ ~ ~ c W ,\ ( ! • J ) = ll ( J ) 
1JN~~t..t(TtJ)=U(J) 
C DRINT.I.J,JN~~J(TtJ) 
GU T, 4S 
44 'f~E .. A(!tJJ=lJ(J) 
C PR Vt ... , I, J, tJr.. r: fl A. ( T , J ) 
45 cmn!~4uc 
IF((ITER/l~RT)~IDRT .N~.IT~R) i.J T~ 5Jl 
D R I ,·~ T ' IT ~ R 
DU 502 J=2.IC:Tl 
IF(J.~T.N) G~ TO 503 
DRINT,I,J,UN~W~(J,J)tV~N~~(l•J) 
r,o T'J SOZ 
5 C 3 P R I:~ T, It J , Ut~ ~ k A ( I , J ) , Y ~NU A ( I t J ) 
502 CONTt .rnE 
c•·~~qCALCULATE "V" cRoM r~E tONTI~urrv ~JUATION 
501 ~o 4e J=Z1t£TA 
IF(J-N) 46t4~t47 
46 TE~Pl=0.25$(~HT~(J)•~HTA(J-l)) 
TE~P?=UN~~W(J-1,J)-UNEW~(l-ltJ-l)+U~~~W(ItJ)-U~EW~(l•J-l) 
TEMP3=(0fTA•(O=LTNU(l)+OELTNU(I-l))* . 
' (JNEW~(l•J)+UNE~W(l1J-l)-UNEWR(l-l•J)-UNEWW(t-l,J-l)))/ 
' (4.0*J~SI) 
VHNU~(I,J)=VMN~~(ltJ-l)-TE"P3+(TEMPi~TEMPl~(~cLT~U(l)-OELTNU{l-~)) 
& /D~ SI) 
Jf(JeNE.N) GO TQ 48 
T c"1Pl=P.HOW~•vM·1uw (I ,J) /RHOAN 
T E~P Z= ( ( ur~ Ew A (I. J). UNE:WA ( 1-1 t J, ) $ ( 'ltl TNU ( I )-0 Cl TNU ( 1-1) ) ) I 
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t (l.u*OKSI) 
T E'"'P J= ~H 'Jw~· ( UNf WW ( 1. J) •UN:w~ (J-1, J)) * ( D'=L TNU (I )-On. TNIJ ( !-1) )/ 
£ (2.1•~HOA~•OKSI) 
Tt~P4=(bETA(l)•5ETA(l-1))*0•5 
VM~Ul(ItJ)=T~M0 l•TEM0 Z-TEMOJ+T~MP4 
GO TIJ 48 
47 TEMPl=0.25*(EHTA(J)+EHTA(J-l)) 
TE~PZ=U~=Wl(l-ltJ)-UN~WA(I-l1J-l)+UN~W~(ItJ)-UN£WA(l•J-l) 
TE~P3=~cTA•(DELT~U(l)+nELT~u(l-l))/(4.C•~KSI) 
TE~P4=U~EWl(!tJ)•U~EWA(I.J-l)-UNEwA(I-ltJ)-U~cWA(l-ltJ-l) 
VH~Ul(ltJ)=V~NUA(I,J-l)-(TfMP3•T~MP4)+ 
t (TEHPl*TEMP2~(DELTNU(l)-DELTNU(I-l))/OKS~) 
4~ CONTINUt 
C•~·~•co~P•Rf TH~ VALUfS OF ORES~NT ITERAT!O'J TO T~AT OF PREVI~US 
C ••••~! TfR A TluN 
SUM=O.O 
su,.n =o.o 
SU~l=O.O 
SuMJ=O.u 
DO .:.q J=2,~ 
SU~=SUM+VM~UW(I,J) 
SU~l=SUMl+VlCL~(TtJ) 
su~2=~u~2·~~~WJ(t,J) 
SUVJ=SUM1+Ul~l~~(I.J) 
49 r.:ONT L~U[ 
su~s=o.J 
SUMo=O.J 
5U"'7=J.O 
SUMJ=O.J 
~)(; 50 J=~I, lEiA 
SU'15=SUH5•Vfl4'JU! (I ,J) 
S u ~~ o = S tJ M 6 + V l ';LA ( I t J ) 
SU~7=jUM7+U~~kA(J,J) 
SU~d=SUM~•~lOLDA(l•J) 
5(; CO~TI :'4U: 
~PS=<;UMl-SlJH 
EPS1=sw12-su·13 
-=:PS j:: :>UH S-SU'-'6 
r:'.PS't=SU~7-S~'18 
=PS5=DEL TNIJ( t )-DEL TOL ( ! ) 
PR I rH, IT: Rt~ PS 1 , :: P 5 'tt E PS 5, -, El P~U ( 1 ) , .) EL T 'JL ( I ) 
($•~•*IF THt :OMPARISION IS SATISFIED,PR0CEE~ TO T~c N=XT STATIO~ 
c~··•~ALO~G TH~ su~FlC~ JF T~f AIR~OIL.IF ~JT,ITFRAT~ AGiI~ 
IF(A~~(SUM-SUfi1l)•L~.O.Ol .4NO. A~S(S'JM2-SU""3J .LC:.J.Jl 
&.ANJ.4~5(SUM~-~utt~).LE.G.3 .~N~. A~S(SUM~-su~d).t~.J.3 
&.ANJ.A9S(DELTNU(I)-DELrCL(!))el~.o.OJ5) ~J T~ ~3 
90 60 J=2tlcTA 
If (J-N) 5lt5lt5Z 
51 UGLOW(ItJ)=UlOlvW(ItJ) 
VMOlW(ItJ)=VlOl-(ltJ) 
IF(J.N~.N) ~o TO oo 
SZ UOluA(ItJ)=UlOLDA(!tJ) 
VMOLA(YtJ)=VlOLA(ItJ) 
oO CO~IT INUc 
OEL TOL (I) ="H4f)L 
GO TO 110 
53 PRINT, ITER 
00 54 J=2t!fTAl 
If(J.GT.N) ~o Tu 5~ 
DRINTtltJtUN~WJ(TtJ)tVMNUW(ltJ) 
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GO T'J 5't 
5 5 ? R I I~ T ' I ' J ' 'JN ~ w " ( ! ' J ) ' 'I.., Nu A ( I ' J , 
54 CtJNTt,.._Ut: 
(~$~=~PROCEcO TO N~XT STATIO~ 
lf(leL~.IT) :,a T1 36 
56 ST~P 
END 
C•*~*~SU8RQUT1Nt TRI~ SCLVc5 A T~I~IAGQNAL MAT~IX ~y THO~AS 
C***~U LGJR I Trlll' 
S~~~OUT1N£ TRI~(CCtUtM) 
Jl~~'J5IuN CC(4''Ht4) ,•J(40l)tA(401) ,!\(401)tC(40i) ,~(401) 
"'1Ml=~-l 
'.')CJ 2?5 J=2tM 
A ( J) =CC{ J, l) 
'=)(JJ=cc,J,2J 
C(J)=C:(J,3) 
"(J)=CC(J,4) 
c DRI~T,J,A(J)t8(J) ,c (J)tl.J(J) 
2 2 5 r: uN T I liUE 
~O l I=3tM 
T~MPl=A(!) 
:E""P?= 0 ( I-1) 
Tl~P3=!i~Pl/TE~P2 
~(l)=J(l)-TE~P~*C(~-1) 
C PRI~T,T~~Pt,TE~P2,TE~P1,~(l) 
O(l)=J(l)-Tc~P~~~(I-1) 
C PRI~T,I,D(I) 
1 CONTtNth: 
ucv>=u('-1)/~,~> 
no 2 L=~•~"l 
I=~+l-l 
~(l)=(O(I)-C(l)~~(t+l))/~(T) 
2 i:m•niwe: 
$f'JTR.Y 
lev5 
o.~s 
0.90 
o.e1 
0.1~ 
0.66 
u.o5 
Oe63 
a.sq 
o.54 
u.sz 
0.49 
0.4~ 
0.43 
0.41 
0.40 
o.3q 
0.31 
0.33 
0.31 
0.31 
0.31 
o.:n 
o.zq 
R E: T j P .·~ 
".:f-.f" 
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o.z~ 
o.L.7 
o.zs 
0•"-4 
(J.24 
0.23 
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